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I.

PROJECT SHARE has contracted for the preparation of a monograph series in order to survey the
state of the knowledge or the state of the literature in selected subject areas of importance to the
human services community. The monograph series provides an opportunity for authors to offer their
Views and opinions onthese topics. Iris the aim of Project SHARE to stimulate discussion through the
publication of these monographs.

This monograph was prepared in fulfillment of a contract with Aspen Systems Corporation, publisher,
as a contribution to the Human Services Monograph Series, Project SHARE, Department of Health
and Human Services, Washington, DC. The views and opinions expressed in this monograph.are
entirely those of the author andare not necessarily those of DHHS or Aspen Systems Corporation.
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s essay on/budgeting in human services is addressed primarily to program.people, far budget-
ing what program people must does the money begins to run out. At the same time, the approach
outl( ed herethe use of fiscal incentives to restructure program design and operation will be of
use ta financial and budget People. "Designed-in" cost control, rather than broad, across-the-board
cutbac s (so often the budget person's only expedient), is the chief end of the measures described.

C Indeed, rogram restructuring is the essential principle that financial and budget people must adopt
,as a-bud eting technique in the times ahead. Only when the two approaches advocated later on
/ maximiz ipn of Federal funds and program restructuring. are treated together can there be any

hope ofi njficant program reform.

Is it,ta fact, likely that the money will run out? The portents seem clear enough. For the past several
decades, there has been a prodigious growth in the money available for human services. By any
inde) proportion of gross national product, the number of persons employed in human services,
relative proportions of Federal, State, and local blidgets the increases in money committed to
health, education, labor, and social Services have been enormous. But this age of openhanded
funding seems-to be passing. Educatiorr and labor already are feeling the pinch. Health and social
serv's programs and income maintenance can expect to feel it soon.

On sober reflection, this dwindling of funawas probably inevitable. For the last decade, the United
States has been a low-groWth society, both in terms of real increases and in per capita domestic -
product; this condition will persist for at least another half decade, perhaps longer.

Until now, the Nation financed large social programs partly by cutting defense spending and partly
'through inflation. Inflation hai reached the point of being politically intolerable, and the pendulum on
defense spending is moving toward increased expenditures in that sector. As a result, the-Federal
Government is considering Draconian cuts in social services and public health, placing a ceiling on
medicaid, abolishing job programs, and severely' curtailing food stamps. .

. .
This course will continue, and it is not realistic to expect substantial increases for social services

currently planned,4inanced, and managed on a fragmentary basis. in fact, a shrinkage of one-half or
more in available funds designated for social services can be expected to occur over the next 5 years.

Despite this outlook, Federal funds are available for increases in human services, provided that
such services are organized into relatedsystems of services and are planned and managed as such.
In the next decadp, the primary problem facing social:services is that of making use Of available funds
by packaging total sets of services in' accordance with strategies of program development and
organizational restructuring that do not ignore funds from income maintenance, health, housing, and
feed and nutrition programs. If this is done, there is good reason to expect a minimization of losses in
actual services.

.

The intention'Of the authors is first to indicate how disincentives to reform resat from current
budgeting and,programming practices and then to show how reform can be advanced and, in time,
achieved through the combined use of two, approaches:

Maximization of Federal funding, which provides-funds for what we term "bbying reform" in the
States; and

Program restructuring, in which the program is co tructed on "systems-oriented" linesand, to
borrow a term most commonly used with refereno to long-term careas a continuum &care.

Human Services Monograph Series No. 20, June 1981 WI
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two approache modate both.program preferences (such as normalization) and fiscal
preferences (such long-term minimum total cost for operating a normalized system). ,

That the apiiroaches recommended are not withdut their critics should be acknowledged at the
outset. A number of techniques presented-in these pages are deplored as immoral by a number of
persons in human services.Some within the Federal Government tend to view the techniques for
maximizing Federal funds as strategies for "ripping off" the Federal Government. Others, at the State
level, tend to regard the same techniques as methods of "raiding" one unit of State government for
the benefit of another.

However, such' objections may reflect more areaction to the term "maximization" than a denuncia-
tion of the techniques themselves. They do not alter the fact that:

Individual Federal programs, no matter how broadly defined, have within their scope 'specific aims;
The Federal Government has offered financial inducements to the States for implementing theseaims, i3nd . '

The States are entitled to the Federal share of the costs thejf have incurred in accepting that offer.

Nor do they alter the fact that each level of government, whether Federal, State, or local, should be
entitled to view its rgvenues as a total investment portfolio and attempt to maximize the returnin
terms of the outcos of its human service programs and, in the case of joint investments, its
gollections from the other levels of government for their agreed-upon shares.

And they do not alter the fact that if a financing progr eiists for a socially desirable purpose, it
should be used for that purpose, and used according tot terms defined in laWand regulation. If the
program is open ended, it is becrause it is intended to Scary I of need. If vaguely defined, it is
because it is intended to accommodate innovatiori,These views d violence to neither the letter northe intent of the law..

If a Federal funding proiam is viewed as an intergovernmental game (in the game-theoretic sense.
in which there are winners and loters), each 'participant is entitled to a strategy. That of the Federal
Government, for at least the past 15 years, has been one of "minimization." Every State can recount
instances in which the Federal Government has been the reluctant inve§torAnd many of them can
recount at least one instance in which the'Federal Government actually reneged..Theatatesneed a

!counterstrategy, a "maximization" strategy. We'describe a number of techniques intended to makethe game a fair one. .

If, on the other hand, both players adopt, pure-strategies, again in the game-theoretic sen (in
which each attempts only to maximize inflow or minimizt outflow), both will continue to makeu vyise
deciiions. The critics will be right except that the real rip-off victims will be those who othe
would have benefited from program reform.

' The purpose of this essay is program reform in the States,'not Federal funds maximization. To this
end, maximization is only a means. It is basically a set of techniques that the 'States can use to
achieve parity with the Federal Government in program funding. it might be the only means available
to }the States fbr,financing major program reform.

7
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I. 'Background of Human Services
Budgeting: Why Rational Plarinirig and
Implementation Are So Difficult r\

Increasing prqgram fragmentation, lack of coordination, and lack of flexibility in dealing with the
needs of the whole person and of multiproblem groups-have been discussed for years.-Much of the
rhetoric of seniorofficials at Federal, State, and local levels is concerned with these problems. A great
deal of staff time and many studies, special committees, organizational ,changes, and executive
orders are devoted to solving the problems. Yet-noJhing works. Why?

The answer can be found in than nature of bureaucratic organization, and budgeting. Three key
factors are at work:

1 The basic bureaucratic and organizational disincentives to coordiriation among the human
services organizations. -

. The Federal domination' of State -local human services programming and budgeting.

3. The basic character of administrative arrangements.

Bureaucratic and Organizational Disincentives to
Coordination.

First, it must be recognized that some clarification is in order. The traditional German General Staff
organizational design that characterizes many, large businesses and virtually all governmental
organizations implies a model of reality that may be inaccurate. The major assumptions are that the
organization produces a single product rather than a mix of product that the product is relatively
unchanging; that the relationship between ta4s and final product igsknown and a deaf division of
labor can be made; that there are clear lines of authority and an ordered budget structure; that the
need or market for the product is relatively unchanging; and that, as a consequence,.all employees
hae clearly understood duties which, if performed faithfully, will insure the organization's survival in
the marketplace. .

The conditions of this organizational design model the pometimes satisfied. A number' of success-
ful modern organizations military, business, and §15,yernmental are built On such ,a model.
Howevet, the conditions. exist together for oply a time (e.g., the Ford Motor Company from the late
1910's to the early 1930's), simply because one ofmore of the conditions change. Organizations
develop a mix of products, market conditions change (orpinthe case of human service organizations,
the needs of client§ ohange), or the technolcigy changls.

When conditions are no longer met, the organization becomesdysfunctional. New products or new
kinds of servicesand a new organizational model for 131)0duci rig them/-are necessary. New task
groupings and new motivators okmanagerial and employee performance are required. Producers in
the more dynamic industries (microprocessor nrankfacturing, for example) attempt a project or matrix
approach to organizational design.

I

8
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What is important to understand about organizational changes is that they are oftenwhen wellimplemented = really changes only in organizational incentives. In an ind strial adaptation of the
German General Staff model, if Iam loyal to my unit and produce according o instructions, the resultachieved through the basic designwill be the most efficient producti n and distribution. WI dowhat I am programmed to do, the organization will be successful, and I wi be rewarded. Deviationfrom my instructions, or an attachment to a cause other than the one t at commands my first
allegiance, is a violation of organizational design and its rules. In a public human services adaptation,'if I confine myself to my designated function, attempting no innovation, I can count on steady job
progress and continue firmly entrenched in the growing human services industry. If I attemptinnovation and fail, I will have violated the underlying rules of the organizational design; thus abradingthe sensibilities of my coworkers and possibly slowing my advancement in the organization.

Countless observers have noted that the behavior ordained by that model is counterproductive in adynamic society. The model's organizational rules of behavior are observable in the budgetingbehavior in industry (as veterans of budget allocation struggles between research, engineering______
(production, and marketing departments c;ant6Slify) and throughout government. Each corporate unithas its own budget, which it is prepared to defend. In the budget process, each unit does so inisolation from all other units. In government, the situation in the line agencies is exacerbated by thefact that each "unit may have its own budget examiner operating in relative isolation from the budgetexaminers of other units. Separate legislative committees have responsibility for authorizations oraropriations for the various units, each in isolation from the others. The only unifying force is theconstraint of total available revenues. (The process and its effects are detailed clearly in AaronWildaysky's 1974 and 1977 works on public budgeting.)

The segmentation of organizational units and their budgetary processes, with all incentives
concentrated on loyalties to individual pits and budgets long characteristic of many business
organizations exists in all human-tepeices organizations. It is further reinforced by the pattern ofFederal funding for human services, which fends to dominate the budgeting processes of State andlocal governments and P'erpetuate dysfunctional organizations.

Federal Domination of State-Local Human Services
Budgeting

The Federal Government dominates State and local human services budgeting in a number .ofWays:

By the sheer size of its human services budget (which by any measure is massive).
By setting the rules that govern program design, program operation, and claims for Federalreimbursement.

7\By using States and localities as the operative surrogates for federally generated programs.
- By dominating mat discussions of human service programs. t .

As a result, most hi/man service activities at the State and local levels must be condycted with ,oneeye .always on the Federal budget and-the laws and regulations of the Federal Government. Thistends to be true even in areas where the Federal Government supplies less thah the majority of funds.

The Federal Government has retained the prerogatives of setting program policy and conditions
for Federal funding, but it has delegated to the States all of the responsibilities for implementation.The States must select the proper piogram configurations, access the right Federal accounts,maintain program standards, attend to client eligibility matters, oversee the cost accounting, and
prepare and submit to the Federal Government claims for reimbursement. Mistakes at any point ofthe process can result in deferred claims, disallowed claims, or penalties in the form of reduced
Federal matching, even_for entire programs.

2 Human Services Monograph Series No. a), June 1981
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The Title XX Example

An example of this dominance can be found in title XX. States tend to fear Federal audits, so much
so that even the mild reminder of the possibility of audits sometimes leads to irrational decisions. The
recent history of title XX is a case in point. States spending well above their title XX ceilings appeared
to be audit-proof. However, some of those spending well und : (their ceilings were monitored almost.
continuously, their claims examined closely and often deferr or disallowed. The latter learned to
audit-proof their programs through the simple expedient o including other, previously .State-
supported, services in their title XX plans so that they, too, were s nding above their title XX ceilings.
The net effect has been twofold:

1. While the Feitdral matching,rate is 75 percent for services Within the ceiling, it is zero for all
other (i.e., the audit-proofing) services. The effective title XX matching rate, the ratio of
*Federal reimbursement to total title XX cost is now less than 75 percent.In many Statei, it

. has fallen well below 50 percent.
\

2. Defining a service to be a title XX service precludes the option of considering it a.candidate
for other Federal'funding sources.

The Federal strategy is tiarly one of minimizing Federal Finrcial participation (FFP) in its
'funding programs.

The Federal Budgeting Process and Its Effect on State Implementation

All Federal programs originate with the legislative branch, that is, the Congress. The Congress
works through the committee system, and particular problems or functions of government are "L
assigned to particular committees. Human services, however, are not so easily manage le. They
tend to be multifaceted and will not stay within the committee system. Therefore, mor than one
committee becomes interested in and initiates human services legislation. For examp ,Incomei>
maintenance programs were originally the province of the tax and revenue committees (Ways and
Means and Finance). However, since income maintenance funds were to come from new forms of
taxation (i.e., the Social Security Trust Fund various kinds of income transferprograms are now also
prorkled through legislation originating i en rgyl housing, and agriculture:committees.

Ps,
There is no requirement that new human services programs be dovetailed with existing programs.

In fact, the politics behind a new progrkm at times may require that, insofar as Possibleothe new
program have nothing whatsoever to do with any existing program. No one human services legisla-
tive committee has authority,over any other; needs are perceived, programs emerge, and in law each
new program differs in some rkspects from others.

i r
As a program becomes law, it becomes the administratiye responsibility and property of an agency

in The executive branch of the Government. The agency'Will have the responsibility for making the
program "administrable." Three major factors will affect the eventual design,of the new program
when it reaches the client, how it operates, and, most especially, how it is walled off from all other
programs:

-- The structure of the funding stredm,

Its required administrative arrangements, and

Whether the program is open ended.

The Structure of the FinancingStrepm: The Actors
I-

In the funding of human services, whether primary or nonprimary, there are five key actors:

1. Federal agency,

2. Single State agency (including its sub-State regional or area offices),

-10
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3. County agency or the State's local district office, "
x4. Public and private vendors, and*

\5. Consumers.

The Flow of Funds Betvieen Actors

Money can flow directly from the Federal agency to the consumer so the vendor of services can be
paid (e.g., supplemental security income (SSI) checks for the mentally retarded in special domiciles).
It can flow from the Federal agency to the single State agency where it supports staff (e.g., title IV-B
funds in some States, and certain types of capachy-building and planning funds from the National
Institute of Mental Health (NIMH), the Administration on Aging, and the Administration for Devel-
opmental Disabilities). Or it carrflow frotn the Federal agency directly to public and private service
vendors (e.g., NIMH grants for Head Start programsl,

.t

However, aside from the social security income-mairitenance accounts, the major flow of money is
from the Federal agency thtough State agencies, and then to the client or vendor (or, in New York,
Ohio, California, Minnesota, and other ,county- oriented States, from State to county to client or
vendor). Additional links in the,chain are created when there are contracts with other public providers
who contract with still others (often the case with title XX services), or clients purchase-services and
are reimbursed by tl4e agency (section 228.49 of the title XX regulations). There are also umbrella
organizations (for example, the Head tart program and the various day care consortiums for
administering title XX contracts). Financing avtitle XX service might thus involve the Office* of the
Assistant Secretary for Human Development Services (AS/HDS), a State department of public
welfare, and a countytepartment of public welfare (which contracts with the county department of
juvenile services, which in turn contracts with a group home, the final vendor). A similar chain can
occur in title IV-A, in which the money flows from the Social Security Administration to the State put
welfare agency, to the county welfare agency, And ultimale149 the client, who then purchases d
care, chore services, or other service. (figure 1 graphically represents the flow of funds in a number
of Federal fundingprograms.)

.
*

c C) ..:_kl
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Figure 1
Some Examplqs of Funding Stream Paths in Human Services
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The Relationship Between the'ActOrs at the Federal Level

There is little actor interaction at the progr5m
1

level in Federal-Government. Except at the secretar-
iatlevel of the Department of Health and Human Services and the Office of Management andBudget,
Mere different programs art occasionally considered together for reasons of budgeting, there are
few opportunities for examining or propagating interagency cooperation. In general, the budget's own
boundaries set the limits of a given agency's attention. This is true at all levels of bureaucracy. The
Department of Health and Human Services pays little attention to the operations of the Department of
Agriculture. Within the Department of Health and Human Services, the Office of Human Development
has only occasional interaction with its sister agency, the Social Security Administrator. Within theOffice of Human Development, the Administration on Children, Youth, and Families works little with.
the Administration on Developmental Disabilities.

Generally, those who manage Individually budgeted programs in any given agency do not pay
much attention to those who manage other programs, even in the same agency. This observation is
qualified in only one respect: an agency will pay attention to another adtocy when there are a
permanently programmed institution for doing so, and continuing political and budgetary stimuli to
keep the institution active. -

A'
The Relationship of the Actors at the Btate.Agency Level .

The major social welfare financing streams are run through the department of public welfare, or its
equivalent, in most States. These streamsare principally titles IV-A, IV-B:IV-C, XVI, XIX, and XX of
the Social Security Act and the Administration on Aging funding programs. Developmental disabili-
ties (PD) and NIMH funds flow thrbugh a State department of menjathygiene and mental retardation.
Vocational rehabilitation (VA) funds flow through a State vocational rehabilitation agency, which often
is in the State's department of education or department of employment security and tends to function
as an autonomous agency. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration funds flow through a State
department of corrections, alcohol, drug abuse, and mental health adrrjnistration, and other public
health-component funds tend to flow through a State department of public health, as will medicaid
(title XIX) funding at times.

Rarely does coordination exis`tiimong any of these departments except where it is programmed 6,
as in the case of medicaid relatio ships formed between State departments of health and welfare.
Even these relationships tend to be troubled, if not laggard, in completing the coordinative tasks with
which theytre charged. For example, in a number of States, medicaid agreement actions required by
the Federal Government and not opposed byany party have been put off as long as 5 years. Only at
the point where a Governor's budgetary or administrative agency moved in and applied Kessure
were long-pending agreements signed.

'

This segmentation-by-budget effect operates not only among departments, but also within de-
artments. Within departments, each separately budgeted human services function operates with

relative autonomy, ,

Relationships Between Local Actors

It is at the local level that the final effects of all the budget-stream segmentations are felt, and it is
here that management integration does or does not take place. In general, wherever the budget
streams are different, no integration takes place. FO)Pexamgie, State law may give responsibility for
deinstitutionalized persons to the local public welfare departnlent, but at the same time it.may give the
responsibilityand-the fundingfor community rrt811tal heilth,mental retardation, and alcohol and
drug programs to community mental health and mental retardation (CMH/MR) boards. Funding for
the public welfare departments 'at the local level will come from title XXr from, State residential
treatment and custodial financing programs; and from local tax revenues. Funding for the CMH/MR

t.
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board will come from separate lines of the State budget to pay for community services, from local tax
or private matching funds attached to State grants, from NIMH grants, from medicaid (which pays for .
a number of services in the MH/MR environment that title XX pays for in the public welfare .

environment), and from patient fees. Title XX contracts with public welfare agencies may be an
additional source of CMH/MR income.

Trie major funding for community services are State-local funds for the CMH/MR agency and title
XX funds forthe public welfare agency. The net effect is that each agency operates its own community
service programs. They often serve the same population, or significantly overlapping populations,
with little communication between them, The administrative requirements of the different funding
streams are ample justification foeheir continued, separate existences.'

The Character. of the AdMinistrative Artaingements
The basic character of the admihistrative requirements of Federal funding programe is set in

legislation. Variations in the implicit audit requirements, for example, can beVod in all legislative
programs. (Compare title XX with title V in the Social Security Act, or titleOlgtfte developmental
disabilities legislation.) The language of the legislation is then interpreted into regulatory form,
sometimes through an unyieldingly literal application of theJegislation, sometimes through a de-
cidedly agency-idiosyncratic, extended exegesis of the legislatiortZ;"

The administrative arrangements themselves constitute a multidimensional array, exhaustive in
their particularity, embodying at least the following requirements for directing the financing stream:

1. A State plan, different for each funding ream, and with different requirements for each
funding stream;

2. Seprate -and dissimilar reporting requirernentslor eaCIijetrearn;

3. Extreme differences in audit requirements;

4. Different forms of reimbursement;

5. Separate State legislative and Governor's action requirements;

6. ',Different (but nonetheless overlapping) specifications of target populations;

7. Different client eligibility requirements, in terms of objective criteria such as age, income
assets, location, and clinical or categorical 'attributes;

8. Different specifications for the kind of agencies or organizations that May provide services;
and

Different professional and/or credentialing preferences.

The very complexity of the, administrative arrarigernents tends to wall off the use of one financing
stream from another. This would not present any difficulty if people's problems exactly paralleled the
problems for which the programs were designed. But this is not the case. The Federal approach to
designing human services programs tends to be of a "categorical" nature. That is,-the Federal
program; as defined in its legislation, is targeted to a specific group, or "category," of problems or of
persons with problems.

For example, thejarget population of vocational rehabilitation is all or nearly all the disabled, but
.the program its elfinimited to those for whom succese(in terms of a successful vocational outcome)
can be predicted in advance. Those whose vocational prospects appear dim, although .they, may
constitute the bulk of the seriousl*fisabled, are ineligible for the program. The problem is further
compounded by the criteria for evaluating the performance of the vocationalsehabilitation agency.
Only tie number of successful closures, not program innovation or caseload difficulty, is taken into
account. As a result, potential clients whose needs are great or whose rehabilitation would be a

.
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particularly challengihg undertaking for the counselOr often have eenturned away. (However; as a
direct result of the Rehabilitation, Comprehensive Services, and Developmental Disabilities
Amendments of 1978, such persons are now being served in greater numbers.)

Where the person in need of services has only a single problem or a limited set of problems, a
single-categorical program may suffice. For many, however, no one categorical program will solve all
the problem that must be addressed together to bring these persons closer to the goal of economic
and personAindependence.

Medical assistance (with- a number of qualifieations) tends to be limited to persons with "medical
problems" and used only for "medical treatment." Many persons whd have medical problems also
require income maintenance, education, training, rehabilitation, housing, and social support serv-
ices. TheSe needs, however, are not within the provihce of medical assistance even where they may
be etiologically linked to, or may tend to exacerbate, the medical problems:Medical assistance, in
effect, is walled off from all other problems. .

The walling-off phenomenon is calculated to defeat efforts of executives at any one level of
government to deal systematically with the programs under them. The day-to-day crises dealing with
compliance requirements for procuring money tend to take precedence over other activities, effec-
tively insulating the executives from any active form of program management.

A different form of insulation takes place at the agency level. At the State level, each agency (or
budget program) will concentrate on its Federal connections at the regional 'level or at thetentral
office, This vertically insular pattern of agency relationships across governmental levels continues
down through the State agency's sub-State regional or local counterpart agencies. Each agency at
each level will focUs its attention on its connections at the next higher level. But an agency will do
virtually nothing with agencies at its own level, which are also preoccupied with their own "money
programs" and their own connections. Thiltverticacintegration.of financing streams tends to put the
real authority in a system in what would be described on formal organization charts as the "dotted
line" relationship. Thus, authority of the general executive at each level of government is weakened.

At the Federal level, for example, the office of Assistant Secretary/Human Development Services
(AS /HDS) has relatively little effective authority in coordinating, merging, reprogramming, rebudget-
ing, or otherwise influencing ifs children's, aging, DD, title XX, and other agencies. At the State level,
the secretary of human services finds it very difficult to effect (or even affect) relationships between
title XX, ging, medicaid, State institutions, CMH/MR, and alcohol and drug programs, because each
of thosWprograms must pay priority attentionto the compliance factors embedded in that multidimen-
sional array of administrative requirements administered by their respective counterparts at 'the
Federal level.

As complex as these formrequiremente are, there is also the formidable volume of interpretive
memorandums (action memorandums, program interpretation questions, regional commissioners'

. letters, etc.) and an unwritten folklore of administrative rulemaking with which to contend. These also
must find their way into the State-level law and rulemaking processes dealing with State and local
implementglioniA.Feeleral programs.

The Federal appreach to program-design, the parallel approach of State and local governments in
organizing their prqgrams and budgeting for them, and the consequent relationships that form
vertically along fundg streams instead of horizontally across agency lines all tend to make rational
planning and prograrttnoing for groups having multiple problems and needs a most difficult undertak-
ing. The net effect is ?tilt, while the needs of,the various multiproblem human services target groups
have changed pr even if they have remained unchanged), no single program that really meets their
needs has ever been designed.

-4(
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The Unique Position of State Welfare Departments
The State welfare department frequently needs the capacity to channel streams of its money to

other agencies There are examples of other State agencies with accounts that are native to the
agency but are also used in other State agencies through some form of interagency agreethent. But
these funds are usually a small part of most State human service operations.

The State welfare agency, howeve?; has a need for multiagency uses of certain accounts, and the
resultant interagency financing situation makes the welfare agency's fiscal and organizational
problems unique It mu 5t operate in a two-pronged mode. first as a provider ,of direct payments for
income maintenanceendor payments, and social services, and, second, as a contractor for such
payments and services.

It also serves as the Federal Government's fiduciary agent for payments and services provided by
other line agencies of the State government. This fiduciary relationship arises from the broad scope
of application and open endedness of the welfare agency's basic financing mechanisms and from the
particular .node of organization adopted by most States for heir human services.

Effects of Scope and Open Endedness

If a list were made of all services provided or financed by all human services agencies of a State,
virtually every one, (with the exception of certain institutional services) would be found eligible, or
potentially eligible, for payment through one of the welfare departmenfikprograms. On the Federal
side, the programs are financed principally through the Social Security Act (titles IV-A, IV-B, IV-C,
IV-D, XVI, XIX, and XX), with the State providing the varying rates of matching needed to capture the
Federal dollars earmarked under each title.

There is great latitude in deciding what services and benefits will be provided for whom and under
what conditions, and Federal law gives the States the responsibility for decisions in these areas. At
the same time, funding of welfare programs is "superior" to that in other agencies in the sense that the
net cos is the State) for its mgrams is lower when federally matched funding is used than when
State oilers alone are used. Incentives do exist, therefore, to dross y lines, through intera-
gency agreements, to fu programs for nonwelfare agency popula II of the State's human
service agencies will thus 'rid t large groups of services can be financed out of the welfare agency
for theii= own populations ncy-administered programs.

Thetuper'ority of Welfare Department Funding

If there is one charkteristic that Oistinguishes types of Federal funding, it is the distingtion
between open - elided and closed-ended funding. Closed -ended funds must go through the annual

1' appropriations process, with all its uncertainitieszonceming both the timing of the appropriation and
the amount appropriated. Long-term planning with such funds is difficult and uncertain.

Open-ended funds; on the other hand, do not have an appropriations limit. For them, the Congress
appropriates "such sums as are necessary" It also sets conditions on who is eligible, the kinds and

`amounts of benefits to be paid, or the amount of services to be provided. Hpw much is spent depends
on the number of persotts seeking the benefits or services, heir eligibility status, and their needs. The
Federal Government (and State and local governments, when the program is intergov,ernmentally
funded) is obligated to serve all eligible persons who apply. For thisieason, such programs often are
included in the group of expenditure, amounts calltd "uncoptrolldble? bbudget. people.

,Such accounts are not really uncontrollable. Congreth and -State
State-option pOrtions of the pro rams) can modify the cOndilions of
benefits and services, or the ount of benefits or servicek,at.ariy

(egaatures (for the many
the type or level of-*
ntrol expenditures.
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However, such controls at the Federal level can be effected only as part of the congressiOnal
authorization process, not the appropriations process. The accounts are uncontrollable only with
respect to the appropriations process.

Some of the most significant human services programs are open ended. Most are included in the
Social Security Act: < f

Title IV-A (Aid to Families with Dependent Children AFDC);
Title IV-E (the new foster care program for dependent children)open ended only temporarily, in alimited but important way;

Title XVI (Supplemental Sao: fifty Income for the Aged, Blind, and Disabled SSI).

Title XIX (Grants to States for Medical Assistance Programs, also known as Medicaid) open
ended, for the moment, anyway. The Reagan administration's initiatives may change this.

Programs in the above group are open ended and are funded through the general revenues Qf the
Federal Government. There is anothergroup of programs included in the Social Security Act thatare
funded through social security trust funds. These include: ,

Title II (Federal Old Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance Benefits OASDI, usually known asSocial Security);

Title XVI II (Health Insurance for the Aged and Disabled Medicare).

In addition, there are two accounts that are not,open ended in the appropriations process but have
been treated politically as if they are:

Section 8 (Rental assistance under the Housing rid Urban Development Ait);
Food stamps (administered under the Food and Nutrition Service of the Department of Agricul-
ture).

.

In general, tobse two accounts have been increased to meet demand in the .1970's. Whether this
will continue lb not known; however, unlike many other closed-ended funds, benefits from theie
accounts continue to be available as part of new program designs. Even under the administration's
cost-cutting initiatives, such funding will remain available for many of the key groups for which State
human service agencies have missions.

There is a last category of open-ended Federal accounts available. These are essentially off-
budget accounts, which are counted as Federal appropriations because they are deductions from
revenue. They have excited some recent interest in the Department of Health and Human Servicesas nonservice ways of aiding the poor. This is the least explored area of human service financing, but
it is a potentially powerful contributor to such financing. Areas of interest here are: .

Negative income tax approaches (there is now an earned income tax credit for the working poor,
which generates a payment from the Treasury for persons receiving less than $8,000 inearnedincome).

.
. t

Tax subsidies and tax forgiven)ess approaches in providing housing and employment for the poor.
.

The majority of open-ended programs are administered through the public welfare agency, which
facilitates program "packaging." It will become clear in a later chapter how open-ended funs can be
used to package total programs to provide funding for needed program expansion and fdr thb transfer
of State and local funds to other programs.

47,

. -
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Cross-Agency Relationships: Definition, Pitfalls,
and Promise

Both the opportunity and the incentive exist for interagency budgeting of programs. The organi-
zational arrangements (that is, the formal organization, the budgeting process, and the appropri-
ations process, which are, from the Federal point of view, needed to carry out the between-agency
tasks of program administration) are left completely open and thus at the option of the State. There is
a broad range of poisibilities here. To understand the State's position in interagency budgeting, we
should understand some of the needs.

The three needs listed above (formal organization, budgeting process, and appropriations proc-
ess) are related. We can define a number of ideal types of organization,In which there are different
approaches to each need. Two examples:

o

The traditional welfare department. This is a department in which there are absolutely no
relationships with other (related) human service departments. Them is no cross-agency contracting;.
the welfare agency's programs are only for its own populations. Its budget is developed separately
from, and without attention to, the budgets of the other departments. The appropriationsprocess
considers the welfare agency's budget request in relation to only that agency's own perceived needs.
This was the case with virtually all State welfare departments prior to 1965. Today, however, there are
almost no traditional welfare departments left, at least in their purest form.

The fiduciary welfare department. Given the fragmentary opportunities for fiscal 'savings per-
ceived by the States after the introduction of medicaid, a number of States introduced cross-agency
agreements in which Federal dollars could be used to pay for services that had been exclusively
State responsibilities. One of the earliest examples here is the 65-year-old (or older) patient of a State'
mental.$alth institution who became eligible for medicaid in the late 1910's. The welfare department,
assumed fiscal responSibility for such patients, but the program responsibility remained vested with
another State agency. A fiduciary relationship thus evolved.

The fiduciary concept spread during the next 15 years to a multiplicity of mental health, mental
retardation, aging, childireal4 rehabilitation, and related programs. The dynamtcs of equal-level
public organizations, however, sometimes pose serious problems in maintaining an effective
fiduciary relationshipthat is to say, each bureaucratic organization attempts to maximize its own
autonomy. It does so by having its own budget for its own population of interest. It is willing to pay the
political costs and the accountability costs of that budget,. given the "benefit" of actually having
decision control over that budget (contingent, of course, on budget office and legislative oversight).

.

Those parts of its budget that are not under the organization's control, and/or not for its own
population, are unwanted, particularly if they add political and accountability costs without the
offsetting decision-control benefits; they add bureaucratic cos without bureaucratic benefits. For

welfare agency problem even though the welf e aYencv had no real control over the program. Again,
example, a scandal in another agency's involves title X and/or title XIX may thus become a

when the entire medicaid budget is appropriated to the ,welf are agency's appropriation account to
serve only as a conduit to large pLograms in the mental health and mental retardation agency, the

)welfare agency must take the poTi1iccil heat when there is a cost containment movement in the
legislature and the medicaid budget id found to be too high.

Other age ies have little to gain from the appropriations process if it is a cross-budgeting process,
in which title X title XIX, or other reimbursement is sought only as en afterthought (to reimburse the
State's general uncl after full-budget appropriations have been made), as is now the case in.many
Statts. Such States do not publish-reimbursement results for each program anywhere in public
budget documents. The other agency already has its money, a full-budget appropriation, and there is
no formal budgetary or other relationship between the amount of the appropriation and efforts in
maximizing reimbursements. As a result, the administration of Federal reimbursement claims in
agencies contracting with 'the public welfare agency tends to be slovenly.
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As a result of Mis "worst of all possible worlds" relationship between the welfare agency and itsfiscally related allied agencies, there are positive incentives to any agencyJo enter into a joint
.budget planning arrangement. There are, instead, large bureaucratic and political costsand few, ifany, benefits. As a result, once a fiduciary relationship is e§tablished, each agency will have theincentive to do only what is needed toavoid political, budgetary, and bureaucratic pain. Some. practical resylts of,this state of 'mind can be cited:

1. Tile medicaid buriaus of several States payless than full costs to their mental health and
-mental retardation institutions because-this "saves- on medicaid." This 'transfers the bal-
an ce of the costs to the institutional budgets,and theroverall effect on the State budget is to
raise the proportion of totatexpenditures,paid by the Statethus lowering the proportion
paid by the Federal Government. .

2. "% number of States have set Aid to Dependent Children-Foster Care (AFDC C),pricies that
are eligible for Federal participation at a rate lower than the full cost of foster care. This
transfers the difference between the allowed payment and the full cost to another,State
agency or to the county agency administering the Foster Care program -again lowering

IR-proportion-of expenditures paid. by the Federal Government. I3. A number of States have restricted eligibility fot benefits under one or more open-ended
Federal programs because this. "reduces costs" for the administering agency, and thus
reduces the appropriation that needs to be made to that agency,despite the fad that the
appropriation includes both State and Federal costs of the open-ended programs. At the
same time, the State budget is paying, in State dollars, for services to persons who have
been denied eligibility becauSe of this policy, using the aPpropriateci funds of another
ag ncy. The net affept again is a lowering of the proportion of expenditures paid by the-Fe Government.

Thus, the fiduciary relationship. What the incentives reduce to, for the.welfare agency as thefiduciary for the Federal Government, is to protect against mismanagement and potentiaLaudit
exceptions. Since preventive administration is often a-difficult concept to sell to a legislature, thefuriding of needed accountability personnel becomes a painful problem for the welfare agency and
one thatthe other agencies would like to ignore altogether. The "single State agency" concept placesthe accountability problem with the welfare agency; it must have the accountability personnel,whether it likes it or not, if it is to avoid managementprotileTs and audit excepttn$ in the future.

To summarize the charecpristics of the situation that produces the fiduciary welfare department:
, Only unsystematic andiporadipressures'are applied by legislatures, Governors' offices, and

budget offices to encourage State agencies to take advantage of cost-saving interagency oppor-
tunities. However, no systematic consideration is given across all barren services agencies to thequestion of hoyv to use the available instruments of Federal. funds maximization to imprpve
program. administration and achieve full maximization.

Budgeting is still predominantly single agency-oriented, with cross-agency agreementeconsid-
-eered to special cases:

The budgeting and appropriation approaches are oriented to gross expenditures, with little or no
attention to nef costs, and with no application of rationally planned cost-savings criteria. toindividual accounts.

\

Incentives for adequate 'administration are not provided to any of the agencies participating-in
cross-agency

Federal accounta ility requirements, and thus unwelcome Federal attention to compliance prob.:
'ems,' increase with each new interagency agreement.14

1
The chief question that has been raised and examined in this opening- cha ,pan be statedOtasimply: What is there in the current Federal-State system that makes it so exceedingly difficult to

provide "rationally organized and financed" human services? Some readers, confronting the prob-.
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ler:n in all its detail and magnitude, may feel deeply discouraged about the possibility of eve feforming
the system and may even feel that reform is impossible. However, the remainder of thid discussion is
intended to show that reform is not only possible, but is actually much less difficult than human
services professionals now believe.
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II. Breaking Away From Fragmented ,

Budgeting and Programming artd
Moving to Interagency Net Budgeting

sio

in the face of the problems occasioned by the human services budgeting and programming
process, a number of attempts at coordination and integration have been madeexecutive orders
and grants encouraging coordination; legislative approaches such as the Allied Services Act, the
Joint Funding Simplication Act, and block grants; and budget-decision approachessuch as Program
Planning and Budgeting System and Zero-Base Budgeting. They have worked not at all or not very
well. The reason is that none of them takes very much notice of the incentives at work*, .service
systems in general and human service systems in particular.

For some years, in working with State and local governments, we have noticed again and again
that there are a number of key-gtors in the process of human services planning, financing, and
implementation; that they each have different interests; and each can be brought to accept needed
change, and even to sponsor it, if those interests are met in some way by the requirecj change. Thus,
the problem is to harmonize all interests in such a way that they will supportor at least not actively
oppose a change in the system.

In general, the answer is tp find enoughnioney to "buy ref orm"tthat is, to "buy off" all the interests
involved. From our.own experience, it is clear that the Governor (who must simultaneously increase
services and reduCe taxes toake the magic that insures reelection) and all of the other actors can
be reconciled to the reform of at least some portion of the human services system, if there is enough
money to pay for reform. BUt, in a world of shrinking (or, at best, level) funding, this is an incomplete,
answer. What is needed is the-paradoxical state of affairs in which:

-1. There is enough money to buy reform; and
,

2. The reform saves money for all fiscal actors.

The conditions for this paradoxical but more satisfying answer are the subject of this chapter. To
that end, we discuss:

What a system is in human services, what systems funding is, and under what general conditions it
can be developed as a basis for reform;

The underlying criterion that gives us (the authors) a general sense of direction, and why such a
criterion (even if not the one we suggest) is needed in the human services;

The background of continuum of care funding (as an example of system funding)%its advantages,
and some definitions in the long-term care area; and what a second example of system funding,
the child welfare system, looks like; and

Finally, a basic orOnizational question for system funding.

System Funding: What It Is, Its Basic Conditi6ns
.

Given the expected grim state of human services funding in the next 5 to 10 yqars, how can we at
least minimize actual service losses? The disparity in the expecteddestiny of funding for "safety net"
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programs (welfare programs and social sepdltty programs for income maintenance and health'
services) and social, education, labor, and public health service programs suggests there may be alimited, suboptimal strategy available in the human service area.

To the extent possible, the States can organize their labor, education, social services, and publichealth programs to draw upon the superior Federal financial resources of the health, incomemaintenance, food, and housing programs. This could provide real increases in funding for thepro9ram's and target groups that interest us. However, since funding_for all human services can beexpected to remain the same in tenTis ofconstant (undeflated) dollars or perhaps to decline slightly
over the next decade, such a strategy would be useful only in the short term and only to a fe,wprograms at the expense of others. Indeed, it might result in a Hobbesian "war among friends" (e.g.,family services advocates versus those who favor progress for the aged). More importantly, from ourpoint of view, the adoption of this strategy would be a lost opportunity for doing far better and far morein reforming programs in a number of human services-areas.

The described strategy has been known by a number of names Federal funds maximization,intertitle transfers, redeployment, and fungibility. It has been a powerful program integration force inSeale governments, even where the ostensible goal has been only the-capture of additionalFederaldollars:

If that same strategy could, be tied to a higher goal than simply reaximizing funds, it would thenbecome an instrumental strategyone of the few that might actually break through the disincentivesto reform -that are built into the prssent system.

An alternative strategy to be followedespecially in hard timesis that suggested in econonittheory:
.

Where we can buy the same outcomes for less money (and we continue to prefer those outcomesover others), we should do SO, of

Where we can buy better outcomes for the same amount of money, or for less money, we should do
SO.

However, the advice of economists includes an especially hard doctrinethat somebody Ipses°(not always, but often). As we know from our experience of budgetary allocation of public moneT§, it is. very difficult to make any form of public budgeting produce the selective and targeted decreases thatthe economist might recommend (e.g., the pblitically popular renal dialysis programs versus the moreeffective public health programs in preventive medicine). So long as our parliamentary democracy
has no mechanism for the general weal to assert itself against the targeted special interest, this willprobably make any easy application of the second alternative strategy impossible. [Note: Unfortu-
nately, the basic budget rules for human services funding allocation at.the Federal legislative levelwould appear to be: a) individual programs advance incrementally, but cutbacks occur across theboard; b) when there are increases,*the increases occur faster in open-ended than in closed-ended
programs, regardless of the relative values of their outcomes; and c) health programs advance fasterthan all other human services programs and are never cut when they are open ended (but the currentFederal proposals for a medicaid cap will partly "prove," i.e., test, this rule).]

- .
The obvious question hen arises: Is there any set of conditions in human 'services funding wherewe can combine the political rationality and attractiveness of the first strategy with the economicrationality of the second?

As it turns out, there is a whole sets of important programs in tiuman services that meets the
conditions for matching up the two strategies. The conditions that define programs for which the twoStrategies may be melded are the following:

ti

O
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There is a set of programs that relate to each other '(implicitly or explicitly) because they serve
persons whose crucialigervice-need characteristics are identical or similar (e.g., tt aging, the

The program lettings differ widely in intensity, physical context, and cost; but they are linked by
.7"

4Mentally retarded, the mentally ill, or children in trouble).

heavier than expected, t of the relatively'hQmogeneous target group.

Part of the program set produces _

,
al/similar or identical outcomes for a lower price than other parts of the programset, or .

.

b) recognizably different and preferredoutcomesiocaboLit the same price as does the.other
part of the program`set.

There are,multiple accounts involved in file funding of the program set, and some of the funding
involves two or more levels of government (e.g., Federal-State or Federal-State-local).

,,

That part of the,Federal funding for these programs that is "visible" to State and local gove'r ment
budget decistortrna it' tends to,support the moire Costly part- Of the progiam set better than the
less costly part of th ogram Set.

04 or more 6 the Fe etal funding streams is open ended. e . ,

There is service and client-eligibility overlap amqpg the parts of the program set. c

. 6

One grodp of programs that can be shown to meet these conditions is known as "long-term care"
programs. However, -child welfare and other programs also meet these conditions.

--
--' i

I

In the generalized, abstract language of the 1950's and 1960's, the many fragmented progyms
w
,'.. .

used to meet the needs of a relativelyhomogtneous target group can be characterized as an implicit
system. Sometimes, out of frustration, suth implicit systems are called "nonsystems."

.--
We use this language to indicate that, . out of a definable population at risk (groups of people who

have higher-than-average probability of entry into a syStem), persons who share some common (but
fairly unusual) features generally meet a "gatekeeper"-who holds the key to a publicly supported
ben fit:--T-balgatekeeper (and there may ile several different gatekeepers at several different portals)
makes decisions on allowing (or sometimes forcing, as in the-case of legal-commitment systems) the .
person to have some single or combined setof benefits or services.

,
Given the decision made, the person's condition, the benefits or services, and other factors, the

person immediately either returns to the population at risk, receives the benefit and then returns,
remains where he is for a time, or migrates to different (or a different level of) benefits or services.

To some degree (and especially whenThe system is implicit), the perception of whatconstitutes the
system lies purely in the eye of the beholder. In general, however, we try to include in the system of
interest anyservice or service location that has important cost or benefit implications for the target
population being considered.

The benefits of the system and the administration of it all have posts. Depending upon the
characteristics of the person entering the system, the following elements will have agiven set of fiscal
and social costs: where he enters the system; which portions of the system are rith and poor at the
moment; what the formal rules of the system are; what the underlying culture, rules, and incentives of
the system are; and how the systermtunctions now. Our gener analytic question is: How can we
reduce the social costs of a human`services system (e.g., ke it more normalized) without
increasing its fiscal costs and possibly while decreasing its fisca costs?

S'ych implicit systems of care can be classified in a number of ways (it may be notelothat, aside
from HMO's, there are very few explicit systems iniktuman services). Essentially, we can define two
kinds tp/ their "scalability." There are systems that can be scaled in some ordinal way, accordingtto
some or izational theme, some preference dimension, some social or fiscal rule (e.g., from most
intensiest intensive care, from least normalized to most normalizedcare, froM most expensive.. -

,
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to least qxperisive care, from highesrnet cost toe financing jurisdiction to Wrest net cost, from most
dependence on the part of the dbnsumer to the least dependence on his part), or some combination
of these organizing motifg.

_ We are happiest, of course, when we 'find assemblages of scaled levels of servote or locations of
service that harmonize on all these motifs; that is, the dimensions all run in the same direction, from
less desirable situations to more desirable ones. Otherwise, we can search for some actionsor rules
of conduct that allow us to make all themes of interest harmonize.

o 00

We'usually call a system of care 'that is scalable in this way a "continuum of care." Much of the
extended analysis and explanation in tOis paper concerns continuums of care particularly the
continuum of care for the meptally retatded and developmentally disabled.

.. Systems of care that are not representable on a single scale but instead resemblesome form of
branched network are usually called by the more general name of "systems of care." The child
Welfare .systern although sometimes called a continuum of care, is tWI-y a system: of care.,

How implicitdo we move from mplicit to explicit systems? And how do we apply reform principles? When
we find a continuum, we first recognize that parts of that continuum cost more than others de-for
producing the same outcome, or sometimes cost even more than others while producing a worse
outco e. Therefore, by reorganizing the flow of consumers/patients/clients, we can win better

. outdo es at the same cost, the same outcomes at some savings, or sometimes better outcomes at
som savings. Some examples: alcoholism treatment, child welfare programs, 'mental health pro-
grams, mental retardation programs, aging piograms, employnient programs,,and acute episodic
health care programs. Each of these_program areas carries its own featherbedding. If we can rid4 ourselVes of it, we can expand the more economic services to more people, or we can put the savings
intoother services. i9

ces. 1 , , .:: .1
,s. . I , .. . ..',. - cr,.............c, ,

But can n we make such changes at all? Every cost savings decision demands systemwide changes
of the sort often thought to be impossible. Indeed, the - scenery of applied organization theory and
implementatiOn theoryranging from the early 1960's to todayis littered with wreckage of noble
attempts to apply "good-government" forms of rationality.

1,,

Such,changes can be made and implemented, however, if two further conditions' exist: .

The reorganiiation of the service system will return enough early savings to the active agency
(generally the,State government) to make it possible to buy off or neutralize all important interest
groups on the State or local scene that might otherwise be opposed to the reorganization of the
continuum. .

_ .. , . .

The long-term effectpf the reorganization is savings to all relevant fiscal actors (i.e., Federal as
well as State and local). .

x

It appears that if the service system of interest meets all of the conditions cited earlier, it can meet
these twq conditions as well. A number of systems that we have investigated can indeed meet these
conditions. This means that we are at a particularly favOrable time in history to reorganizeour many
care systems in ways that make far more program sense, while actually increasing services in many1.,,areas. ,

The key instrument for getting such changes accepted and implemented, by triggering powerful
reform coalitions, seas a number of names, 'including Federal-money maximization, fungibility,
intertitle transfers, and redeployment. There is a fifth name that is common for this instrument
"Federal rip-offs" (i.e., thefts fro the Federal Government by the States). The name refers to the
"pure" use of the techniques with t any reference to program or _administrative reform. It becomes
simply a part of the "intergovern ental net budget minimization game," in which each level of
government attempts to minimize its own net costs (i.e., the use of general revenue taxation receipts
from the tax instruments used 'by thatieuel of government) at the expense of tither levels of
government or to maximize the coprtIptions of competing levels of government.

1
As,
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Because of the COMMOil confusions here, the term "maximization" requires definition. From the
perspective of a State government, the term means merely that The State seeks, for itself, for its
human service programs, and for its citizens all ofite entitlements available existing Federal
law and regulation It does not mean shifting to the Federal Government any human services costs
that are not the responsibility of the Federal Government. No mechanismexists for doing so, short of
fraud or error, and the Federal Government employs a system of audits, quality controls, deferrals,
disallowances, and penalties to insure that this does not happen.

The Federal strategy, in fact, is one of minimization, The Federal Government will reimburse a
State only to the extent that the correct amount is claimed under the correct Federal or Federal-State
funding program. It will not advise the State that an amount claimed incorrectly under one funding
pkgram -wn be correctly claimed,under another. Nor will it advise the State, in the case of a claim
correctly rn'Ade, that a larger claim could have been made Under another program. The Federal
minimization strategy and a State maximization strategy are graphically displayed in figure 2,

Figure 2

Status of Human Services Claiming Strategies With Respect to
Federal Financial Participation (FFP) Allowability and State Action

in Claiming Under Any One Federal Funding Program

FFP Status
State Action

Not Claimed Claimed

Not Allowable

Allowable

Correct. Incorrect-

Incorrect -- - .Correct

44.

' Solid Arrow: Federal Minimization Strategy.
Dashed Arrow: State Maximization Strategy

No vertical movement is possible in figure 2 without change in either the Federal law governing the
funding program or its enabling regulations: Therefore, since this paper deals only with what is
possible Under existing laws and regulations, the two arrows completely describe the intent of the two
strategies.

Ideally, a State would claim reimbursement for the costs of its human service programsif and only if
such costs were allowable. In other words, it would claim all of the reimbursements to which itwas
entitled, and it would claim only those requirements. This would eliminate any need for maximization
and/or minimization strategies.

We will discuss these techniques in detail in this paper, both In their pure form and as instruments of
program and administrative refortheThe hope here is to communicate their usefulness and power as
instruments of reform. While they are blunt instruments in many cases, we know of no other way to
pave the way for large changes at the State and local levels where all such program and
administrative reforms must come under our intergovernmental system.

2 6
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System Funding: The Underlying Criterion k/

The planning of services for any target group of interest is an empty exercise if it is not guided by an
overall strategy. It is one of the ironies of the human services field that all of the funding programs that
are passed in the hope that they wilicoordinate matters nevercome equipped with a strategy thattells
the human services budget and program planners in whet directions they should go and how target
there.

Considerable attention has been given to this matter.in the human services field. For example,
there is a powerful stream of thought and research in the human services evaluation area (first
associated with Joseph Wholey, John Scanlon, and their associates at the Urban Institute; Wholey,
109) that insists, commonsensically enough, that we cannot evaluate; programs if we do not kribw
what they are for. Nor can managers manage the programs if they dob.ot know what they are for.
Therefore, the experts insist that evaluability and manageability of programs are linked to each other
and to a clear statement of purposes. Without such a clear statement, there is no evaldability or
manageability. However, in the public sector, this "scientific rationality" runs into the basic "political
rationality" that determines when human services program desibns pass through the hands of
executive proposers and legislative dispodersthat the passage of the program depends on blurring
purpose. Thus, we most often attribute a variety of somewhat vague purposes or goals to the
program, dimply because that is the only way that a viable coalition for that particular legislation can
be formed from the many potentially warring interests.

Recognizing that the basic political reality continues to exist, w rtheless ,believe that an
underlying criterion must be followed in public sector human programs, e have some basis
for judging what our preferences are and what they should be. We expect no universal agreement
with the criterion given below. However, after some 20 years of program work, research, teaching,
consulting, and implementing small and large systems in State governments, such .a criterion
appears to work best as a guide for effecting change. At the same time, it is only fair to admit the basic
'source of direction that we use in human services investment matters. The criterion is: Plan and
implement services to Minimize the public and private sector's long-term total (discounted) net
costs of serving dependent populations while at the same time improving (or at least holding
constant) system and program performance.

Such a criterion assumes that:

a. We are not going to change a State's general priorities and levels of investment either for 4s
dependelpopulations for which it accepts responsibility or for what it should db for them.

b. The States will be better off using "life-cy le costing" approaches to human services than
1-year or 2-year approaches. (Usually, on y bizarre and ineffecti4.decisions are made by
acting on hort-run criteria.)

40*c. We emphasize costs from the private secto as well as from the public sectordespite the
rapid growth of public sector involvement in human services.

d. We emphasize total costs, because emphasison only partial costs, as in the SUpplementary
Security Income-Vocational Rehabilitation (SSI-VR) and Disability Income Benefits-
Vocational Rehabilitation (DIB-VR) programs, results in manifestly bizarre program deci-
sions.

e. We emphasize net costs' as well, so that troth costs and benefits are considered in evaluating
a policy. At the same time, given the behavioral questions tnvolved, we emphasize net costs
to each fiscal actor.;

f. We emphasize discounting costs and benefits, because of the temporal effects on the final
outcome of the calculation of net costs. (For example, heavy up-front investments in the early
years of a policy, fltkeded to secure large returns many years down the road, must be

p
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adjusted to account for costs that were incurred in less-inflated dollars than were tht
beneTits.)

g. We emphasize program performance and the investments needed to improve performance
in the human services; because the key to long-term fiscal savings for all fiscal actors is
improved systems and programs of human services,and better, more normalized outcomes.

If such a criterion were used to guide overall policy, and if the criterion were taken seriously by
legislatures in their appropriations planning andeporting requirements for executive agencies, there
would be a number of changes in State policy.'

For example, the choice of programs for the social and medical rehabilitation of AFDC families and
of the physically and mentally handicapped would change. So also would the persons selected for
rehabilitation. .

4.

The application of such a criterion in a thoroughgoing fashion, if it were accepted b ht lead
to choices of the following kind: Close down 25 percent of hospitals and hospital w s, and use the
freed-up funds for freestanding diagnostic centers mild surgical centers, for infant aft early childhood
stimulation programs, parent education programs, comprehensive programs for prevention of low-
birth-weight births, teenage sex education and birth control programs, midlife educational retreading
programs, and comprehensive group socialization, lifestyle, and health maintenance programs for
the young aged. Or, restrict the growth of nursing home beds and use the freed-up funds for the
development of nonmedically oriented group residents, in-home services, associated medical
backup services. Or, use State mental retardation institution funds in activities of daily living training
prior to transfer of the patient; then, transfer freed-up institutional funds into the support of community
independent and semi-independent group-living programs for the developmentally disabled brought
out of the institution.

An Example in Long-Term Care
Long-term care has been an area of interest in human services policy for generations, but it has

been (ply during the past 15 years or so that this interest has elicited a consistent response at the
national level. Prior to the early 1960's, the traditional view held that long-term care was primarily a
matt eL of State or local concern. There was federally subsidized foster care for children, but no other
manifils atiOnal interest in long-term care.

The Long-Term Care System

The response of the State governments.to the need for long-term care, while varying in scope and
quality, had been remarkably consistent State hospitals.for the mentally ill, State schools for the
retarded, State schools for the deaf and blind, but nothing for the aged except inappropriate
institutionalization and State- (or locally) subsidized care in an ,ill-regulated ,netifork of nursing
ho s.

k

The ning point appears to have been the title XVIII and title XIX legislation, and the key item
affect long-term care in these legislative packages is the Federal subsidization of nursing home *a.

el Both are primarily health care measures, and both aretailored to specific eligibility groupg.
Medicare, originally intended for the aged retiree, has since been expanded to cover the disabled
former wage earner. Medicaid was, and still is, intended for medically indigent aged, blind, or disabled
persons, or medically indigent families with dependent childrenwith some latitude given the States
in defining medical indigency.

The basic response to long-term care reflected in medicare 'arid Medicaid has charigecnittle over
the years. The focus was and continues to be the nursing home. Coverage for long-term carer) State
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institutions, except for certain groups such as the mentally ill who are neither aged persons nordependent children, was mainly effected by redefining such institutions to be Skilled NursingFacilities (SNF's) or Intermediate Care Facilities (ICF's) More recently, for the mentally retarded, aspecial class of nursing home, was created the Intermediate Care Facilities For the MentallyRetarded (ICF/MR) and State institutions caring for this group now are required to'meet special
regulations governing this type of facility.

Senate and House documents, HHS publications, and reports of HHS-sponsored R & D meetings
leave the unmistakable impression that long-term care relates primarily to the aged and that, exceptfor health-related day and in-home services, the vehicle for providing long-term care is the nursingme. It is true that the aged are the primary group of interest because of their number, and it is alsotrue that nursing home care is'a crucial (or, perhaps again because of their number, the crucial)element in a set of long-term care opportunities. But it is by means true that the aged are the only
group of interest, that a long-term care concept applicable to the aged can be reaelily extended to theother groups, or that the nursing home, to the exclusion of all others, is the preferred level of care forall aged persons in need of long-term care. Rather, the following must be considered:
There are other target groups. It should be noted, for example, that there are more than 300,000

mentally retarded and developmentally disabled persons, as well as more than 500,000
chronically mentally ill, in some form of long-term 'care. (It should be noted too that aboutone-third of these persons are also aged.) These numbers do not include the physicallyhandicapped (those not classified as MR/DD or mentg1) or the hundreds of thoUsands of
children in some form of out-of-home care at any-efe point in tinge.

There 'are forms of care opportunities other than nursing homes -some more desirable and .some less desirable. There are State institutions, specialized care residences (e.g.,
intermediate-care facilities for the mentally .retarded), supervised (nonmedical) residences,
specialized foster care, family subsidies, independent living, and a host of community-based
and home-based support and emergency care programs. The development of these residential
and generic service programs often has lAen haphazard, their linkage with one another
fragmented, and their relative position in attracting financing a function of their length of time in
eStistence and the degree to which they were perceived as meeting medical rather than other,
more appropriate, criteria. The preferred approach Would be to find some rational way ofdevelopjng current and potential program and financing linkages between related types of careopportunities.

Health care is not the only form of supportneeded in long-term care. Chronic populations have
needs for health c ,pre, but the episodic medical care that teals to'be the concern of many ofthose who write regulations for government health programs falls far short of addressing the
long-terM care needs of these populations. The key needs for many of the aged, the mentally ill,and the mentally retarded and developmentally disabled tend to be multidimensional and
multidisciplinary. Their needs span a broad rangemedical services, nursing services (but not
necessarily in a nursing home), psychological services, developmental programming services,
income maintenance, transpOrtation, day services, work activity serviced, and social rehabilita-
tion services.

They have the further characteristic that-whatever their profile of needs -if one or more ofthese needs is not met, then the effect of any investment in meeting other needs tends tobe attenuated. If there is not a flexible package of services that ranges over the whole
spectrum of living supports, the people in long-term care tend to miss out on services that areneeded and tend to receive services that are not needed. Under current financing programs, theservices that are provided but not needed tend to be medical servi,ces as inefficient,ineffective, expensive substitutes (provided in expensive care contexts) for the group ofservices usually called "psychosocial" services (whictman usually be provided in less expen-
sive care contexts). The problem in [Manning for long-term care, therefore, is to provide
financing for all needed services and not just a few.
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Planning for long%erm care policy and legislation should involve all affected target groups, all
needed care opportunities, and all necessary services. This will result in a more reasonable concept
of long-term careone that will permit addressing the legislative, administrative, programmatic, and
fiscal issues in a more rational, cohesive, and manageable manner. Samuelson's National Journal
article (Oct. 28, 1978) on the demography of aging, its effects on service needs and income
maintenance, and the associated cost projections for the next 30 years provide convincing testimony
that such changes are needed.

es
The General Continuum of Care Approach_y

We suggest the following approach to making the long:term care problen-elmore manage'able.
Organize legislation, management, financing (and financing incentives), and program develop-
ment into continuums of care around homogeneous target groups such as the agina, the
physically handicapped, the mentally ill, the mentally retarded and developmentally disabled,
and the child welfare populations. Each of these target groups then becomes a constituent.art of
the "long-term care initiative." This'approach has a number of advantages:

1 Instead of-requinng legislation and administration covering all of long-term care at once, it
calls for separate legislation for the separate target groups of interest. ("Massive" legisla-
tive changes tend to be almost impossible in the Congress as it is now constituted.)

2. It permits the Federal Government to deal simultaneously with la number of interest groups
having relatively harmonious concerns. (Dealing with all mental retardation groups alone,
for example, is possible. Dealing with all aging, all mental health, and all mental retardation
groups at once is almost impossible.)

3.. It forces Federal, State, and local governments into total program budgeting. This is
Important because no level of government knows its own costs or the total costs of any one
system. The recent news that came out of our own project, that mental retardation Land
related problems cost about $10.8 billion per year in public funds, came as a surprise to
DHHS Secretary Harris, who believed she had only one small $65 million per year kiet/DD
program. In California., for example, the "official" State budget lists MR as costing bout
$500 million per year in Federal and State funds. However, this sum represents only about
one-third of the approximately $1.5 billion of the Federal, State, and local MR funding. Most
of the remainder is concealed under other account rubrics, such as SSI, Supplementary
Security Disability Income, State SSI supplement, medicaid, medicare, HUD and local
housing authority budgets, title XX and its associated State budget, VR, State mental
health, Public Law 94-142 (Assistance for Education of All Handicapped Children), and
State and' focal education costs.

4. It forces States into a posture of integrated placement, case management, financing, and
evaluation for each identified target group.

5. It helps to align Federal and State policy and program with the currently accepted principles
of prqferencei.e., least restrictive environment, most normalized appropriate placement,
and leastcostly appropriate behavior on thepart of State and local governments in program
development and rclient place rent. Once current Federal financing policy tends to en-
courage law breaking by StaNs by funding institutions and nursing homes that are
providing inappropriate care and refusing to fund appropriate community services because
they are "social" and not "medical" in nature the continuum-of-care appro-ach also
clarifies where the problems are and how to fix them!)

6. In the intermediate to long term, a continuum-of-care policy will save all actors money. In the
short term, it saves only States moneyand this is precisely the stimulus needed to insure
the massive program changes required at the State and local levels. (About 15 States are
responding to these stimuli now, and more will soon.) In the long term, becausb of the higher
cost of institutional and nursing care (whict-Nvill become increasingly more expensive thant

qo
o
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community care because of regulation-induced costs),continuum-of-care programs hay-
' ing a set of built-in deinstitutionalization incentives will cost less for all actors.

To develop an explicit continuum of care, there are some minimum requirements:
1. Financing that provides incentives in the preferred direction of the flow of persons.

2. A placement, or placement monitoring, organization.
3. A technology of appropriate placement; e.g., an activities-of- daily - living scale, the scores

on which correspond to different.level-of-care needs.
4. Defined levels of bare, each of which serves distinctly different level-of-care needs.
5. Data on the current placement of persons in the target-group, the flow of persons into the

placement system, the flow of persons among parts of the system, and the flow of persons
out of the system.

6. Data On the costs of care for each level of care, with projections of futUre co't and expected
revenues by source, for each defined subpopulation within the system.

An Example in Child Welfpre Services
Under current administrative organization and practice, local family and children's care and service

activities are dispersed and fragmenteddespite the fact that the history and destinies of families
and children with-problems that corryNhe attention of child welfare agencies seem to follow a rather
regular chain of events and decisions. Such chains of events and decisions are systems. These
systems are largely implicit, yet we ignore the fabt that theyare systems and that they function as
systems. We often tend to ignore the fact that the different service packageswhich we generally
view as mutually independentare closely linked to one another in that the same types of persons,

, tfte or persons from very homogeneous populations, are the beneficiaries. Thus, we treat the price-
setting and the funding of child protective services, day care, fathily foster.care, residential treatment,
adoptions, subsidized adoptions, and emergency services for children and parents as if each service
were a separate and distinct entity. We make separate legislative, fiscal, administrative, and program
decisions with respect ro each service as if none of the services Were related in any way to any of the
Others. Yet, all of these services form a closely linked (if onlyinformally and implicitly) set of services
for a homogeneous group of "neglected, dependent, or abused". children.

Recentfeigislation N.R. 3434, now Public Law 96-272, the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare
Act of 1980) was desig ea partially from a systems point of riew. (A model for an information system
for State end national statistics might,evolve from the new structure and 'its preferences.)

Thus, the Federal Government has decided that its major child welfare priorities are, in order
of decreasing preference:

To provide the basis for the child to live with own family wherever possible (given the child's best
interests), -

To have the child be adopted by a family where that is not possible,

To enter the child into a long-term foster family.relationship where adoption is not possible, and
To provide institutional care as a last resort.

The -chain of linked events in the child welfare system structure is approxifnately as follows.
Families in trouble come to agency notice with problemS that are either:

1. Transient, in that there-is a short-term episodic problem, or
2. Chronic, in that the problem is recurring or there are multiple problems occasionin§ ongoing

general family problems; these cases; include:
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a. Families that can be held together while the problem or prOblems are solved, or
b. Families that cannot be held together; foster care is needed so that we can deal, with

each type of family, i.e.,
1) Chronic, but sehabilitable and reunifiable, or
2) Chronic, but with insoluble problems, so that we must deal with the childrdn

a) Easily placeable, or
b) Hard to place; for .these,,e have recourse to

i. SubsidiZed adoptions, or
Long derm out-of-home care, which 'requires either
(a) Family foster care, or -'1

(b) Residential care and treatment.

This list of possible statuses of families in trouble leads to a decision list about each family. For each
decision about the family; there is a set of possible actions to take or services to provide. That list of
actions, which mirrors the list above, is roughly as follows:

1 . Emergency and preventive services will be used (such as emergency day care, chore services,
foster care slots, emergency shelter, medical, psychiatric, alcohol or drug abuse treat-
ment, emergency financial assistance, or a planned period of out-of-home care) until the
problem is resolved and normal family life can continue.

2.a. Intensive total team services, on the Bowen Center model sponsored by the'Children's Bureau,
(DHHS/OHDS/ACYF) or similar models, will be used to hold the family together if at
all possible.

2.b.1) Intensive team Avices for reunification, on the Child Welfare League of America (CWLA)
Second Chance for Families (Jones et al., 1976) model, will be used to move children in
placement back to the family where possible.

2.b.2)a) Standard adoption services are used here.

2.b.2)b) These services include, where needed, the services that are noted above, in 1.

For each status, there are a number of children flowing in, flowing out and remaining. Each status
has accost. The total management system, by which decision are made about how many children
shall enter, remain, and leave, and where they should leave, also has a cost.

From a policy point of view, the amount of Federal investment in services in each status area and
the incentives involved will influence or determine the numbers and costs in the system.

To make many of the d cisions that must be made about the system (which has an occupancy, at
any given time, of more t n 300,000 children), the information on flow, occupancy, lengths of stay,
cost, current decision me ods, current financing, and current organizational incentives must be
known. From research, enough is known in a gross way that there generally is agreement among
most parties involved to put as much investment as possible (including that usually involved in foster
care maintenance) into the emergency and preventive aspects. (This was the intention of those who
designed changes in title IV-B in Public Law 96-272.)

However, to make nlore than such gross investment decisions, far more must be known. Gil;dh the
current structure of the system, it would appear that an information system on costs, numbers,
financing, and locations could, and should, be developed rather quickly. Information on current
decisionmaking methods and incentives in the current system should have a major Federal research
priority.

With such data in hand, HHS and the States would be in a position to make realistic decisions about
the amount and structuring of Federal financing and regulation.in the field. The following are some
ways' in which these services are linked:

32
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There are supply/demand linkages. That is, if prices are raised on one service while held constant
on another (e.g., specialized foster family care versus resi4gtial treatment care), we may
ekpect to see changes in the floW of children into and out of the gvo services. The total funding
available for each service also influences the size and direction of flow.

There are command /control linkage's. There is a flow of children out of the population at risk into the
children's system, through that system, and out of the system, which depends not only upon the
amount of funding available, but also upon the bureaucratic rules (for screening and intake,
service choice, transfer, and discharge) of the system. If the rules for one or more parts of the
system are changed, the program emphasis and the configurations of services will change. For
example, if the Fanshel rules (which provide that if 2 years have pasied without any, or any
significant, contact between .parent(s) and the child in foster care, the child is then to be
released for adoption) are instituted as criteria for choic6 of children, for adoption, the client mix
of the foster care and adoption programs will change as will their total costs and their
distribution within the system. ,

These and other linkages exist, and 81* affect the tunctioning of every major human services
program in a State, whether for the aged, the mentally ill, the mentally retarded (or developmentally
disabled), the physically handiCapped, the chemically dependent, troubled. adolescents, -or ne-
glected, dependent, or abuked children.

Interagency Net Budgeting
As we have noted earlier, there tends to be fragmehte udgeting under current orgAnization and,

practice in State governments. That is, each major divisio within the welfare agency looks at its Own
budget without much concer r the total budget, and ev n less for the total net general revenue fund
(GRF) budget. Beyond that here is little effort to look at e entire human services budget in the State
and its short-term (even le its long-term) interactions As a result, the education budget, the health
department budget, the correcitions budget, the rehabilitation budget, the aging budget, the man-
power budget, the - institutions budget, and the welfare budget tend to be looke as unrelated,
individual budgets.

ti It can be objected that it is not the welfare department's responsibility (beyond a fiduciary one for
those interagency agreements that do exist) to analyze the relationship between its budget and the
institutions budget, for example. And, it is not. Rather, this should be the responsibility of the human
services superagency. Indeed, it- should be. one of the main functions of that agency. If there is not
such a function there, then that function should be carried out in thq Governor's budget office and inthe legislature's research staff.

The interactions between budgets are so powerful, as we demonstrate in later chapters, that
without ongoing, systematic analysis of these interactions and executive and legislative priorities totake advantage of them States lose available Federal funding that would amount to 20 to 50
percent of all current Federal human services funding tot the State. In the case of Arizona (which
does not have medicaid-and whose State human services budget suffers because of it), the foregone
amount is about equal to a -100 percent increase in Federal human services funds. The amounts
potentially available will be somewhat smaller, if all current cost- cutting proposals are voted through
Congress as presented. However; the amounts of funding potentially available through taking
advantage of the Interbudget, interaccount relation'ships will still remain verylarge relative to any
current claiming by States for Federal reimbursement.

4VThe Basic Technique

What happens in interagency net budgeting? This is essentially a !Orin of program budgeting, inwhich we ask of all human services budgets:
o
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1. What are the clinical or problem characteristics of those being served in each program? ,
2. What are the Federal program- related eligibility characteristics of those being served in

each program?° . -

3. What are the locations, types, amounts, costs, and outcomes of services (or at least Some'
indication) for each program? -

4. Wtiat are the Federal program eligibilities of the services being provided in each program?

5. Is each program priced to return full; actual costs an a unit-cost reimbursement basis?

6. What are the Federal, State, and local matching fates for each financing program involved?
Which of these programs are open ended? -

...7
tr

S5

Once we can answer these questions, at least tentatively, we are in a position to summarize our
total Federal, State, and local costs for each prograimand for all. programs in the budget as oa
benchmark for planning. ° e, - .

.
El,

We can then ask the question: Are here individual accountin6 (e.g., pricing), program (e.g.,
transfer of a specific caseload from one pr ram to another), eligibility (e.g., transfer of some group of
clients from one form of eligibility to another, or add some form of eligibility to current eligibilffies),
service (e.g., provide a service similar to or identical to current services provided, but with different'
financing)-moves, or combination of thesegoves, that will: 1---

1. Save dollars for ihe State (or the State and the counties), and replace ttoVe State/lOcaL
dollars with Federal dollars' , ,. .

2. Provide extra Federal dollarlfor hew programs in desirable areas, while holding State/local
dollars constant, or

3r rrovide shifts of Federal dollars from less desirable program areas to more desirable
program areas, while holding both*State and Federal dollars constant?

b

' Once we have found these moves, we assess the effects of each on individual accounts, agencies,
and the total State human services budget by comparing the State budget with our benchmark

' budget. Depending upon the number and combinations '''of moves we have made, the total State

lk
budget may be smaller, the same, or larger. At the same time, the net qtate dollar total more likely will
be smaller or the same (but it could be larger)while the Federal contribution could be smaller, but
most likely will be the same or larger. What is certain is that the overall Federal matching rate for
human services will be larger. This' gso certain a result that it may be made a budget test by those °
interested in State budget performance. If Fedora) matching rates for a State's human'services
budget have remained constant or declined in any ye4rs prior to Federal Fiscal Year 1981 (which
ends on September 30;`198`1), then the, State has notteen thinking interactively at all.°

0 - ..%

When faced with this result, one of the next questions is clearly: What if States carried out net $

'. budgeting? The human services porfion of the Federal budget would probably ride faster than
0 expected, thus forcing Congress b.acftq"referm" the process. However, given the structure of

current Federal funding, this wouldbe almost impassible so,long as any substantial human services
acco are left open ended and so long as there are conlienienrOff budget" sources of Federal
rev nu e (e.g., revenue bond

0

However, it should be noted that, given the way State government works/ the proc would take 4
or 5 years, even if every Stpte made the process apriority tomorrow. Further, it sh Id be npted that
some States will never go into suchoa procegs for. local ideological and pplitica easous. .

4 . -, ,,

Finally, it should be,noted that those States that do go into the net budgeting process may end up
with Federal costs over the-long run that are actually lower than those that woulorhave been
sustained had the States notpone into the process. This paradoxical resulecah occur if the States
enter into the process on a program oriented basis, along the lines we advocate in this paper.

.

3 4 .
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The "Interagency Budgeting ganization
o

As more and more interagency opportunities have emerged during the last 15 yew*, a few States
impressed by thetppportunities and difficulties of interagency budgetshave developed organi-
zations for treating such budgeting and appropriations problems in a systematic, planned way. In
some of these States, the instrument was an umbrella organizationusually a departmentof human
services. In others, no need was seen for reorganization; rather, the problem was to instittitionalize
the interagency budgeting faInction in an agency that was "senior" to all line human services
agencies. More often than not, this turned out to be the State budget office. In a few States, itwas a
legislative budget or research office. The key points are that:

,The problem was recognized as a multOe-agency problem. .

It was recognized that line agencies are inherently ited in dealing with other line age ies at the
same authority level.

It 'has recognized, at least in part and at least in its fj aximization-of-Federal-fundirtg aspects, that
the problem is a multiaccount maximization (or minimization) problem in which a number of
accounts and populations must be examined simultaneously.

In a few States, the incentive aspects of legisIdlive appropriation procedures have been ie,cog-
nized, but there has been almost no systematic attention to the interaction between approprialion
procedures and budget procedures. For the most part, gross-expenditure orientations are stillMie

°major approach in the legislature, even if the executixe branch has developed an interagency net,
budgeting organizational function. This occurs because the legislature may be divided into commit-
tees that constitute separate power centers for the different human services and these committees
may not communicate with one another. This was the situation in Congress for years, and the
situation is now only beginning to come around through reform Of the congressional budget process.
An integrated budget on the executive side thus may not be institutionally usable On the legigfative
side. Further, the legislature may now want to accept a net budgeting approach, put would rather live
with a gross GRF approach, Finally, even if that approach were accepted, the legislature may not
wish to "coddle" the executive agencies in persuading them to "do what they should have been doing
anyway," by use of performance incentive formulas linked to federally reimbursed programs (such as
the program used in Minnesota several years agq, in which county MH/MR agencies received4n the
next fiscal year, and future fiscal years, 1 guaranteed dollar of "service expansion"money for every
4 dollars of Federal social services matching brought into the State).

yen with such problems, it should. ber:noted that a few States have moved either formally or
informally (and sometimes only sporadically), in that the budget director and Governor's Office will

1,make separate deals with individual line agencies or combinations of _line agencies on specific
projects.*

The fiscal and programmatic benefits.of being willing toovercome the organizationaidisincentives,
multiaccount and multiageincy strategic, operational, and budget planning can be verytarge, as is

Illustrated in the chapter on continuum -of -care plahnirig for MR/DD populations. But those ben es
must be very large, given the organizational barriers growing out of the fiscal structure of American
human services, if significant program reform is to be achieved.
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Combining Program and Fiscal
Stfategies To Refinance and Reform a
State MR/DD System

In this chapter, we 'examine a long-term care-oriented realization of the system-of-care concept. As
we noted earlier, if levels of care-in a system of care can be understood as existing on an ordered
scale, then we have a continuum of care. We shall focus here on the continuum of car for the
mentally retarded and developmentally disabled (MR/DD) the State level of organization. We will
show by a "worked example" how the program reform problem is soluble, through the incentive
effects of continuum-of-care pr6gramming and program management, using maximization tech-
niques.

The Continuum of Care for MR /'DD Persons
. A continuum rff care is a set of care opportunities for a grOup of persons characterize by similar or

identical problems that are ordered according to their intensity of care, their cost, their restrictiveness
of environment, or some other dimension.

A continuum can be implicit (simply evolving as a set of fragmented care opportunities that can be
described according to the various levels of the continuum that do not operate as parts of an explicit,
organized continuum) or explicit (as when organized for programmatic Of fiscal purposes least
restrictive and most apprppdate placement, or least Cost to one or more of the major fiscal actors).

In most areas, the continuum of care is implicit. In the MR/DD area, the continuum's growth was
influenced by fiscal history (especially section 1121 and title XIX, ICF/MR legislation, and Title XVI of
the Social Security Act), program theory (the rise of habilitation approaches and normalization goals),
and court decisions (right to treatment in the least restrictive environment).

The current continuum of care for MR/DD includes the following care opportunities, running
roughly from most to least restrictive: State institutions, SNF/ICF's, ICF/MR's (community-based,
both large and small), supervised group and apartmept living, foster care, independent living, *id
living at home.

It seems to be established that the great majority of those housed at the more restrictive end of the
continuum can be housed (and served) at the less restrictive end, and that, nce having moved into
that end of the continuum, thew is noticeable improvement in function. It is less well established, but
nevertheless strongly assert with fragmentary evidence, that thEi more restrictive the program
(holding amount of service constant), the more expensive it tends to be.

Moving into the continuum of re strategy is essentially a systems-oriented approach to policy
change and implementation. So e of the tasks involved are:

1. Defining $e levels of care, from institution to independent living, with both residential and
nonresidential components represented, QY

2. Developing a registry for all programs.

3. Estimating the numbers (by service need) in each level of care; estimating,current flow into,

36
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through, and out of the sys m; estimating futerr effects of demography and epi emiology
both with and without polic" number and type of services n ded.

4. Estimating the costs of each level of the systerri, 141 source of paymen , for current
conditions, and in the presence of policy changes (e.g., effect of Intermediate Care
Facilities for the Mentally Retarded policy on institution costs; developmentally disabled
persons in nursing homes; effect of emphasizing gt community ICF/MR policy versus an
assisted or supervised community-living policy; effect of providing out-of-school systemservice y nonschool provided to Public Law 94-14 populations versus the fiscal effect of,providin those services entirely through the school system).

5. Defining e f policy options involving the whole continuum; choosing one option for a
long-term plan (usually 3 to 7 years .

6. Setting up the financing for the plan State plan and rule changes, capital and ciperating
planifor the legislature, appropriation equests and program legislation change requests).

7. Setting up an operating plan: numbers and location of programs; long-term transfer
planning for institutional and nursing home.persons; agreements and operating plans for
necessary eligibilities for transferees (supplemental security income, Housing and Urban
Development, county and district offices of public welfare); and necessary extra appropri-
ations to line agencies.

8. Staffing an operating organization to do the planning and the coordination of agencies.

Mat We Want To Know in Deueloing a Continuum
of Care

In developing a continuum of care, we would ideally want the actual costs, by client condition, foreach level of tare; and the outcome, by client condition, for each level of care. We are far from that
goal. Nevertheless, there are still some very effective methods for budget planning that we can use.

1. As a start, we can define a continuum of care for a State, even though it may be rough and
incomplete. This would be a great advance over the present 4ragmented approach of solvingproblentone at a time. The latter approach can, and often does, produce some Very odd-looking
"nonsystems" of care, in which some less desirable types of service are overfunded atthe expense of
otherlmore desirable ones.

2. We can de ne thd full budget over a large portion of the continuum. For example, we can define
the continuum o be the MR/DD residential service system, together with all-day programming and
other nonresi ential services provided to clients receiving residential services. Wecan look at current
costs, unit co ts, and revenue sources for each level of care in the continuum that we have defined.
This leaves odt the costs of providing services to all who are not clients of the residential service
system. However, it does allow a close look at the entire residential (and related nonresidential) costpOure.

-3. We can look at costs, both total and net, over more than just 1 or 2 years. This is important for two
reasons:

* Significant changes in a State's continuum of care take more than 1 or 2 years. The State must
understand its options and the fiscal impacts of each option up to 5 or 9 years into the futurp; and
Significant changes in the continuum of care have variable effects on funding and funding
incentives.

In the short term, one can expect increases in Federal funding and decreases in State funding.
Qver the longer term, Federal funding decreases would be realized as well, relative to funding under
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less efficient approaches. From an incentive -point of view, this is important. States respond to
short-run incentives. The Federal Government can wait longer. As a result of planning over the longer
term, we can satisfy what under other circumstances would be disharmonious incentive problems.
(The problem is simply that States will not move toward large reforms without large,incentives. Yet
Federal Government people tend to suspect any increase in Federal reimbursements to a State as
being a rip-off unless they can be satisfied that thee are cost controls that will eventually produce
substantiali Federal savings).

4 We can examine alternative strategies. This is essential in planning f econtinu um of care. Most
State plans for mental retardation do not include all relevant budget items d accounts. They do not
examine the whole continuum, they do not examine the effects of the plan over enough years; and,
perhaps most critically, hey do not examine enoyoh alternatives. Often one plan is laid outand that
is all However, there ar a number of policy optiiRs and combinations of policy options that we would
want to valuate:

einstitutionalization oals in terms of numberS of patients affected. ,:tre,

einstitutionalization goals in terms of timing speed of phasing down or phasing out.

The effects of varying the speed and scope of upgrading residual institutional bed.

The effects of/deinstitutionOzing nursing homes as well as State institutions.

The effects of alternative patent choice policies (i.e., Who is selected first for transfer? T e best-off
patients? The worst-off? A mixture?).

The effects of alternative community residence policies (i.e., All ICF/MR's? All nonmedical? A
':balanced" policy? Will there be size constraints?).

The effects of alternative revenue development policies (i.e., medicaid all residential?medicaid all
nonresidential? medicaid care and treatment staffs only?). '

The effects of alternative housing development policy in the community (i.e., Emphasize existing,
housing or new? State grant and loan policy or depend on HUD and/or private market?).

Any underlying assumptions about the relationship between community services supply and the
demand for those §ervices by persons4iving at home (sometimes called the "ouf of the woodwork"
phenomenon).

Depending upon what kinds of models and data we have, we can look at a few or many
combinations of policies through simulation (which may be pencil and paper or computerized). When
we do that, we can start to understand the fiscal and other effects of following any given set of policies
in deinstitutionalization. With that understanding, it will be much easier to justify and to sell a given
policy course in a State, whether to the Governor, the budget director, or the legislature.

An Analytic Background

To understand the problem of reforming and managing alarge, c mplex program area in the public
% sector, we must first understand that we are limited to a handful o basic strategies. Potentially, the

most powerful is that in which we develop large sums of "up front" oney from sources other than a
State's general revenue fund (GRE) to be used as incentives for reforming the total program
structure. Thus, we must understand: .._

how to "create" the money needed to reform the State's MR / ID system, and

how to use it in such a way that we get program reform and long-term cost containment.
,

The first place to look for this money is in Federal accounts alre: dy accessed by, or potentially open
to, the State. Most States fail to tak maximum advantage o all ,Federal ,fundsavailable simply
because the State departments prep re individual budgets a d the legislatures vote on individual
program appropriations without taki ntoaccount.the intera-clons between the Federal accounts. If

.
. /
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the entire State h n services bUdget were considered as an investment portfolio and Moth a gross
and a net GRF budget were to be developed, there would be far greater opportunities for maximizing
Federal reimbursements than now exist. Maximization is possible whenever five basic conditions ofFederal and Federal-State financing programs exist in a State. ,

The five conditions necessary to develop new funding for any service system for a .10 et or_
categorical group are as follows: ,

1. Service definition. Although different pro grams provide different patterns of goods and
services to. their clients, examination shows that thereix0eonsiderable number of
services in different programs that are the same or similar (various kinds of counseling,
residential, transportation, and other services). Also, the goods received are often the
same, or they are complete or partial substitutes for one another (medical care, food, cash,
and housing). For example, family plannirlis identically specified in titles XIX and XX of the
Social Security Act.

2. Overlapping eligibilities. Although "different/trograms are intended to service differ&
grow pi of people, there are significant overlaps among the groups defined as eligible for
each program. For example, a person who is on,the food stamp rolls will be eligible, on the
average, for more than two other means-tested programs as well.

3
.

The irregular match of people and services. Added to the overlaps mentioned above is the
fact that neither the service definitions nor the service eligibilities are completely precise. As
a result, there is much room for maneuver in deciding which services people need or should
receive. There is a whole literature of studies of the different placements that can be
designated (e.g., home care, group residence, intermediate care facilities, skilled nursing
facilities, acute general hospital) for a given person, depending upon who is making the
placement decision and what criteria are used.

4. Matching ratio differences. Most of these programs involve some form of Federal financ-
ing, with a matching ratio of Federal and State or local funds. Others, which are nohfederal,
involve a match between State acid county or State and city. Such ratios generally vary
between 40 percent and 100 percent of the money made available by the higher level

' 'jurisdiction. At the local level, this means that a 40 percent nonlocal match returns 67 cents
for each dollar of local money put into the program, a 75 percent match returns 3 dollars for
each dollar, and a 100 percent match is "free" (i.e., does not require tha (ioal funds-be
spent).

5 Open.ended and closed-ended programs. Most Federal programs are closed ended;
that is, there is an appro- priations ceiling above which no more funds can be spent. Thus,
title XXis a closed-ended program; $2.9 billion is its otirrent annual spending limit in Federal
funds. Some of the most important programs in hunian services, however, are open ended:

' AFDC, medicaid, and supplemental security income, for example. Housing and food
stamps prograMs, among others, have been "quasi-open ended" (in that Congress has
decided to treat them as if they were open ended). The open-ended characteristic means
that, if a perion is entitled to receive benefits under the program, he must be provided those
benefits. There is no ceiling.

All five conditipns must be satisfied to maximize a financial reimbursement program for a given
target group:Since they are satisfied in all 50 States, we can lay out a general example of how to
move program dollars across different Federal programs to achieve a higher overall Federal match.-

A Worked Example for a Children's Services System
Consider a worked example of how the basic principles operate for program sizes of the scale

found in the 10 largest States. Table 1 represents a,program involving three Social Security Act
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acco is for children's service's: title XX, titles XIX and IV-A (considered as one account with, at the
begin g, no expenditures), and title IV-B. The first and third are closed ended; the second is open
ended. e Federal matching ratios are 75 percent, 50 percent, and 10 percent, respectively. The
overall Fe ral match initially is 50 percent. There is good communication between title.XX and title
XIX/IV-A. (There are many services provided under title XX that are similar to or identical to services
provided under titles IV-A and XIX. Further, many persons eligible for title XX services are also eigOle
for title IV-A and XIX services). There is poor communication between title XIX/IV-A and child welfare
services (little program-service overlap and very little overlap with IV-A eligibility.) There is good
communication between title XX and child welfare services. (Foster care,. adoption, and child
protective services, for example, can be provided under either program, and most children eligible for
one program are eligible for the other.)

Table 1
'Current Allocations

($ Millions)

Source of
Funds

Title
XX

TitleXIX1
IV-A

IV-B Child
Welfate

Total
Funding

Federal
State

Total ,

240
80

0
0

20
180

260
260

320 0 200 520

Table 2 represents a move of some of the title XX services (e.g., some health-related services) into
XIX and some (e.g., day care services) into IV-A funding, resulting in an open-ended match rather
than dealing with the closed ceiling on title XX. At the same time, it frees $120 million in title XX
funding for use in support of other services. This move lowers the average Federal matchbut only
'temporarily, , 1

4.

w-

v

Table 2
Move 1 Moving Services from Title XX to Titles XIX atiElly-A

($ Millions)

Source of Title TitleXIX1 IV-B Child Total
Funds XX IV-A Welfare Funding

- Federal 150 60 20 230
State 50 60 -180 290

Total 200 120 ° 200 ' 520

4 0

v
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In the second move of program dollars indicated in table 3, child welfare services are placed in the
"hole" left in title XX by the first move in order to move from the 10/90 match to the 75/25 match. As a
result, the total program is still the same, but theState share (compare tables 1 and 3) has decreased
60 million dollars from current allocations.

Table 3
Move ZMoving Child Welfare Services into Title XX

11($ Millions)

Source of
Funds

Title
XX

TitleXlX/
IV-A

IV-P Child
Welfare

Total
Funding

Federal
State .

'Total

t40
80

60
. 60

20
60

320
.200

320 120 80 520

AUhis point, we have achieved only a substitution of Federal and State funds. If the exercise goes
Only this far, it is basically sterile, because it has not yielded any program reform or service increases,
in the needed areas. Up to now, it has been only a fiscal exercise for e benefit of the State's general
revenue fund. Moving to a reasonable programmatic outcome mires further steps:

Reaching agreement with budgetofficials to reduce net Siafe investment from the original $260
million to $240 million (a Saving of $20 million); and

Agreeing to put the remaining -State money saved ($40 million) in move 2 into an $80 million
'expansion of community-oriented title XIX and IV-A services to support a deinstitutionalization
initiative.

The last table (table 4) reflects the use of the additional funds for reformin this particular model
$100 million of new Federal money. The net budgeting effect of these moves, which can be seenr13y
comparing tables 1 and 4, is a totalprogram increase of $80 million while the State has managed to
recoup $20 million for genpral revenue savings or other areas of need.

Table
Move 3 Allocating Savings to a Cbination of State

Budget Offset and Community Program Expansion
($ Millions)

Source of
.-, Funds

Title,
XX

TitleXIXI
IV-A

IV-IS Child
Welfare

Total
Funding

Federal 240 100 20 360
State 80 100 60 240
Total 320 200 80 600
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The operating premise in such models is that negotiations can occur-between the Governor's
. office, the director of the budget, and the legislature. They must agree on a joint utilization of State

general fund money for buying reform and/or improvement in the target group delivery system. For
this to occur, it is assumed that there is interagency planning and coordination over the whole
system of interest Normally, this is impossible. However, if such negotiations are made the precursor
of large savings and program expansions, they are quite feasible. Our experience is that a number of
States have been able to enter into multiyear, temporary or permanent, arrangements of this sort.
Most States could receive an,additional 10 to 20 percent in new Federal funding of theirpublic human
services system expenditures4f they would systematically rework their human services system over
a 3-5-year period.-

The maxiniization approach can be applied in a morefeited but still very powerful way to "rational
chunks" of the human services system. The rest of this section will be limited to analysis of an
individual State MR/DD system in order to provide a worked example of how the combination of
short-term money creatiokand long-term system- oriented expenditure controls can result in an
MR/DD system configuration that more nearly resembles the kind of system .that program theorists
and practitioners (and also the courts) tell us we should have.

P

A Worked Example for a Developmental Disabilities
System

. We first estimate the total governmental budget in our State for persons with developmental
disabilities. Figures that are similar to but not identical to those of several of the larger State,
governments are used here for illustration. Such a budget, by source of revenue, is needed to
understand fully the budgetary and program consequences of State and Federal policies and
actions. If this full set of costs is not known oris incomplete, the results of State or Federal actions may
be perverse.

The Current Total Public MR /DD Budget for an Exemplary State

It should be noted that our estimates do not include any of the voluntary, private, or not-for-profit
. agency dollars involved in community programs, whether for totally private programs, for subsidizing

low reimbursement rates, or for nonpublic capital development. The estimates in table 5 are based
on the following assumptions:

0

a. That 8 percent of the State's division of rehabititation clients would be classified as
developmentally disabled.

b. That 16 percent of the children in foster care institutional placements are classif d as
developmentally, disabled.

c. That 19 percent of the individuals receiving supplementary security income (SSI) in the
State are classified as developmentally disabled. (Nationally, 50 percent of children and 13
percent of adults receiving SSI are developmentally disabled.)

The estimates are low since they4not include housing, food stamps, or incidental medicaid
medical expenses (which would be ap to 40-million dollars).

The first four items in tabte, 5 consist entirely of out-of-home care (with related day services). The
remainder of the items pay mainly for nonresidential services and income maintenance in the
community. However, significant portions of these items as wen are4or out-of-home care.

,
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Table 5
The Full State MR/DD Public Budget, 1980

($
CD

Item Federal State County . Total

State Hospital
SNF/ICF
ICF/DD (Community)
Institutional FC
Div. of Rehabilitation
County Welfare Depts.
Regional Centers
Special Education
SSI
SSDI
XX

Total

,

100.01
; 16.8

12.5
5.7
8.0
2.4

0
90.0

110.0
73.5
20.0

6::1,-

200;9
16.8.
12.5
16.7

210
7.1

160.0
180.0
30.0

0'
35.0

0
0

, 0
0
0
'0
0

200.0
30.0

0j 0

300.0
33.6
25.0
22.4
19.0
9.5

160.0
470.0
170.0

. 73.5
55.0

438.9 .660.1 230.0 1,329.0

It would be useful to anal e alternative sets of policies over the wholudget. As yeti however, we
do-not know enough to do s . Therefore, we will look at a key-part of the bu4get only-a part of the
budget that is largely under State control. Here, we should fdcus on residenffel services for persons
with developmental disabilities, as a portion of the total $1,329 million budget, to illustrate how
increased title XIX and other funds could be used. That portion consists of the first three items of Table
5 ($300.0 million, $33.6 million, and $25.0 million, plus $50.0 million in the nonmedical parts of the
residential care-system),

Tables 6, 7, and 8 represent the 1980 expenditure pattern by category and two alternative
projections for 1985. It should be noted that the unit costs in the institutions and the ICF/DD's are
"bundled" (i.e., they include all supportive services). The unit costs for SNF/ICF's are "unbundled"
and thus probably 2 to 3 thousand dollars too low per unit.

Table 6 Kesenta the current expenditures in the residential care and related services portion of the
MR/DD system in 1980. Then, projecting the effects of service changes and inflation on per-patient
Costs over the next 5 years and applying the projected 1985 costs to each of two different residential
configurations of patients in the continuum of bare in 1985, we generate two different sets of fiscal
projections.

Alternative I (table 7) shows a model of the fiscal effects of proceeding under current plans of the
State's department for MR/DD fir changes of atient/client ldcation over the next 5 years under this
alternative. This alternative gradually deemph izes State institutional care, but moves very heavily
into ICF/DD care while deemphasizing somew t nonmedical residential approaches.

Alternative II (table 8) is a, model for reducing net State costs (and at the same time lowering total
costs) of MR/DD services through use of nonmedical residential alternatives that provide greater
budgeting flexibility for providers and increase continuity and stability for individuals and families
receiving services. This alternative rapidly deemphasizes institutional care. Both alternatives as-
sume- the State ,has become more efficient in billing for Federal reimbursements.
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Table 6
Public Expenditures in 1980 or Residential and Related

Services for MR/DD Persons in the State

($ Millions)

No. of
People

Cost Per
Patient

Federal
Costs

State
Costs

Total
Costs

4

I nst'l. 8,700 $34,480 120.00 180.00 300.00
SNF/ICF . 2,800 $12,000 16.8 16.80 33.60
ICF/DD 1,000 $25,000 12. 12.50. 25.00
Nonmed. 10,000 $15,000 . 40.00 110.00 150.00

Total 22,500 189.30 .. .,319.30 508.60,

Table 7
Alternative I for 1985 Current Departmental Planning

($ Millions)

No. of
People

Cost Per
Patient ,

Federal
Coats

State
Costs

Total
CostsI

Insfl. 8,000 $60,000 240.00 240.00 480.00
SNF/ICF 2,200 $19,320 21.25 21.25 42.50
ICF/DD . - 7,800. $40,000 156.00 156.00 312.00
Nonmed. 7,300 $24,150 108.22 . 60.78 169.00
Total 25,000 535.47 478.93 1,003.50

Assumes an inflation rate of 12 percent per year in State institutions (due to a
combination of general inflation plus staff upgrading requirements). Assumes

. 10 percent per year for alother services. Assumes the State is more
aggressive in obtaining MR State hospital reimbursement in nonmedital
residential programs. Assurnii 2,500 more people in system.
296.92 million GRF in 1980 dollarsor a savings of about $22 million over
1980 in f980 dollars. ..
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Table 8

Alternative II for 1985 Accelerated Deinstitutionalizatioh

($ Millions)

No. of
People. .

Coit Per
Patient

Federal
Costs

State
Costs

TOtal
Costs

Inst'l. 4,000 $64:000 128.00 128.00. 256.00
SNF /ICF 2,000 $19,320 19.32 19.32 , 38.64
ICF/DD 4,000 $44,000 88.00 88.00 176.00
Nonmed. 15,000 $24,150 , 231.84 130.41 362.25
Rita! 25,000 467.16 . 365.73 832.89

Inflation assumptions same as in Table 7. Assumes some increases in unit cost
over Alternative I, due to establishment of new behavior-shaping programs in
institutions and ICF/DD's, so that there is much greater use of nonmedical
facilities and less use of ICF /DD's. Federal reimbursement and
service-population assumptions same as in Alternative I:

227.16 million GRPin 1980 dollarsa savings of about $92 million over 1980
in 1980 dollars.

Court decisions and program theory alone would leap us from the most restrictive to the least
restrictive residential setting. Yet, fiscal decisions have driven us the other way because-current
Federal-State funding patterns, as currently understood in State budgeting practice, provide the
incentives for institutionalization. Table 8 shows us how to move funding and thus program decisions
in the direction we want to go.

In reviewing alternatives I and ll, several results become apparent. The projected 1985 costs of
alternative II are $170 million less than those of alternative I. The projectqc11985 costs of alternative II
are $58 million less to the Federal Government than those of alternative I. Therefore, there is an
incentive for Federal support for this alternative. Last, the projected 1985 costs of alternatiVe II are
about $112 million lips to the State GRF than those of alternative I. This comparison of the two
alternatives is presented in table 9.

- Table 9
Comparison of Current and Projected Costs Under Too Alternatives

in 1985 for a State's MRIDD Residential and Related Care Sector

($ Millions)

Federal

1980 189.34
1985 Alternative I 525.47
1985 AlternativeII ,467.16

Sa e .Total .

319.3 -508.60
, 478. 1,003.50

,35 3 832.89'
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When adjusted for deflation (i.e., converted to 1980 constant dollars),the State totals become even
more encouraging. The deflated figure for alternative I is $296 million in State spending. For
alternative 1k the deflated figure is $227 million in State fundsfor a savings of $69 million. When the
inflation- adjusted GRF for the two alternages is compared to the current (1980) funding of $319.5
million, alternative II saves $92 million and alternative I saves $23 million:

From a fiscal policy perspective, as well as from programmatic and legal perspectives, it would
seem that alternative II should be aggressively pursued by the State. For this tooccur, there must be
solid interagency coordination and planning with specific targets set out by the budget division, the
departrhent, and the legislature.

Accessing Federal Funding for Nonmedical Residential Facilities

To understand the possibilities for achieving a 70 perpent Federal reimbursement for nonmedical
residential programs (and a 64 percent overall match when the costs of associated nonresidential
services are4ncluded), consider a model for nonmedical apartments or group homes for individuals
who might be classified as mildly or moderately developmentallydisabled. The model is a residential
group of apartments or small facilities with 24 residents and a staff of 6. One of two approaches for
staff organization can be used in this model: .0

1. The staff may be made up of either self-employed certified providers or employees of a
medical service agency different from the shelter/food/maintenance provider agency in
order to use title-XIX funding, or

2. The staff may be employed by the same organization (as long gas the staff costs are less
than 50 percent of total-costs).

The second approach has been implemented in New York. Texas and Arkansas also have adopted
it, and t ese two States have been working to install it with the help of the Health Care Financing
Administ Lion (HCFA) Regional Office.

An examp' of the funding configuration under either approach is presented in talzkW O.

Table 10
Nonmedical Group Home_Financing: Twenty-Four Residents and Six Staff

Cost Item
Federal Costs

XIX 0 /SSI Sec 8

Staff 60,000
Rent 20,000 40,000
Food & Other 60,000

Total 60,000 80,0002 40,000

Food Stamps State Total

60,000 120,000'
1 60,000'

2,800 62,800 -
2,800 60,000 242,8003

' Less than 50 percent of cost (consistent with medicaid regulations).
$16,880 State §upplement included.
Total is slightly more than 10,000 per'resident.

To implement this model under title XIX, individuals and/or agencies would have to be certified as
personal care providers or as rehabilitation services providers. This could include individuals from the
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paraprofessional positions all the way through trained professionals, including occupational
therapists, physical therapists, etc. Behavior modification could also be purchased as clinic services
or outpatient services. The facility need not be a medical institution or a medicaid-certified facility.

.

An important issue regarding the title XIX model is that of how a State can obtain personal care
services and day services for persons with developmental disabilities without "contagion" (i.e.1
having to develop the same services) for other groups. Three options would seem to be possible:

1 Personal care services and day services could be defined Th such a way as to be limited by
clinical and professional criteria, so that ohly persons with developmental disabilities could
be eligible. This could 12e done through a new licensing category similar to New York's
approach and similar to that being pursued in California in establishing day clinics for
diabetics.

2. A second approach is simply not to limit such services to persons with developmental
disabilities. If a State darts continuum-of-care planning for its MR/DD persons, it can serve
as a model for doing the same type of planning for all other target groups. This approach
makes planning, financing, and implementing services for persons with developmental
disabilities and persons with mental illness much easier than current approaches. It may be
somewhat more difficult to do for othergroups (e.g., the aging, the physically handicapped,
Children), but we have enough demographic historical data where trends are evident and
could be laid out for all target groups. A number of States (e.g., Massachusetts, Vermont,.
Illinois, Minnesota, Michigan, and New York) are doing this type pf planningsome more
systematically than others.

3. It may be possible to get Federal legislation under title XIX that allows planning separately
for the different target groups without having to provide exactly the same services for all
medicaid-eligible groups, regardless of need. There have been discussioni at the Federal
level of allowing categorical service planning for defined target groups under title XIX.

Notes on Implementation r.---,

In looking ahead to maximizing a State's Federal reimbursements for the costs of services to.4:4
persons with developmental disabilities in a way that produces substantial increases in the commu-
nity level of care, the following important points and recommended changes are:

1. The establishment of a permanen't or multiyear temporary project and budget planning
group. It is essential that someone be responsible for laying out the entire mission
statement, doing the estimates, and overseeing implementation. The group St include
participation by all appropriate entities, including the legislature and the budge division.
The group must look at the effect of budget decisions on program decisions, an ice versa,
and pacliage these analyses in an appropriate way for the legislature. The Governor's
office might also be involved and perhapsthe legislative staffs as well. Illinois used such a
group. (DO council, Governor's office, and budget office and departments) to develop its
continuum-of-care plan. Such groups are routinely organized, on a long-term ad hoc basis,
in New York (budget office and departments). The approach cannot work very successfully
if housed in the. line MR/DD department, given the multiagency problems involved in
continuum-of-care planning, financing, and implementation.

2. Intedrafed planning for individual transfer between levels of care, complete with project
cost. This should be coupled with a speedup in the dekstitutionalization process. It would. -
seem appropriate to set a gbal of 15 to 20 individuals p 100,000 of general population in
many State instifutionsby 1985 of 1986.for States which are now in the 40 to 50 per 100,000
ranges, and there certainly shoiild be no more than 40 to-45 per 100,000 population for any
State by that time.

z

I* e

c.

-
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3. Modification of the State's medicaid program and State plan:

a. Establish a personal care and/or rehabilitation program;
/4. b. Establish a medical transportation program;

c. Establish a day activity and training program;
d.. Certify community-based MR/DD centers as medical providers for reimbursement for

case management, medical diagnostic and Therapy clinical services, and proportional
administrative overhead. Cost allocation can be a significant factor in generating
Federal reimbursements for the administration of the sub-State-regional centers, as
well as for departmental central office administrative costs. This will usually require
more sophisticated and uniform accounting throughout the developmental services
system than now exists -and will require immediately increased resources for the
department for its own systems and for guaranteeing the uniform dela needed at the
community 'level.

4.- Development of a cohesive housing strategy. The availability of housingNc/a significant
problem nationally. wt ut adequate community housing, increased community services,
for the handicapped ca stalled. To solve these problems, the State needs:
a. Refinement and expansion of the section 8 existing housingprogram and set-aside for

MR/DD persons, as a 'short-term startup strategy. - o

b. Development of a.major 202 development program (which will require at least 2 years
to even begin to prod ce results).

c. Establishment of rev nue bond legislativ in Congress, assuring exemptions for
housing for the aging d for persons withrdevelopmental disabilities, mental illness,
and physical handicap in the community. The fiscal design here should ensure that
real estate taxes be p to the areas havin new housing. Establishment of a State
housing agency program, using general o ligation and/or revenue bonds, should
follow. $

,
,-

The development of a package for private market investors, including bonding and
sale-leaseback components, can be carried out at the same time as part of a long-term
care housing-creation- strategy.

5. Reevaluation of current deinstitutionalization planning.
a. Speed up the deinstitutionalization process, especially if the HCFA issues a

deinstitutionallzation-oriented regulation in this area; ...

b. Obtain post-92 waivers for State hospital beds, tied to a meaningful phase-down
plan;

c. Reprogram State hospital construction for the community, if it is not already too late.
Also, given the significant capital outlay that legislatures have invested in bringing
Statehospital buildings into Federal fire and life-safety compliance by July 1980 (or, in
some States, 1982) to protect title XIX fuhdihentars-shoUlcH3e suggested to the
legislature for transferring surplus buildiggso(which would no longer be used in thee MR/DD program) to other State agencies for alternative uses. One possibility, given
current needs in the States, would be to transfer some of the facilities to State
departments of corrections. .

6. DevelopmentO7-6 statewide training effort The current national title XX training strategy is
tied primarily to local county welfare agencies and graduate schools of social work, with
little or no relationship to the MR/DD system. One of the original intentsof title XX training

Of

title XX service legislation was for training and retraining of workers in the
einstitutionalization effort. Funds were supposed to be marked for trainingand retraining
f institutional and community service stag for community service programs.

Unfortunately, the Federal Government did not implement congressional intent in the
regulations, As a result, any training in developmental disabilities hasIto- be paid for with'
other funds. This was a tragic outcome for the social services movement, since devel-
opmental programming is an effective treatment strategy for which people can be trained in

d.
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such a way that their efforis have high payoffs. As such, it would have provideda politically
popular example of effective training, coupled with the politically popular deinstitutionaliza-
tion policy:

Since there never has been funding specifically earmarked for such, training approach,
one of the deficits of the current, growing developmental disabilities community service
system throughout this country is that a large number of intelligent and enthusiastic peojile
are employed who do not know a great deal about the developmental model. As a result:
some people with more severe disabilities who are returned to the community from the
institution cannot be maintained in the communiThe result is either a return to the,
institution or a lack of any further improvement oncathe person is in the community.-In theo
training area, several needs are evident:,
a. The need for developmental traini teams withi =the State MR/DD institutions to

prepare people to return to.the com filty_andki rain community_staft in maintaining
them in the community.. - -

b. The nee to train community-based R/DD case managers in the area of resource
develop nt (and the need for a uniform resource development technology). At a
minimum, there are needs for a standard updated resource development workbook
(later, a computer-aided eligibility calculation, referral, and benefit and resource
maximization system), resource advocacy, and individualized prograbriplans, objec-
tives, and monitoring of these plans. C,3

c. Care-provider training in the areas of writing objectives, prograin plarrn7rZand elevat-
ing expectations, as well as behavior management. e.

s...-.
7. The development of supporting documentation. Needed here are service packages,

including staffing models for both in-house and nonresidential services, by level a care,
with detailed cost and revenue expectations. In addition, drafts of° needed State plan
changes, State rule changes, pricing methodology, and provider concept must be devel-
oped. - , - ee.

8. Assessmeneof OASDI efigibiA. The State should evaluate alkzefsons in the system in
.

relation to .tbeir SSI,eligibi* statm§:,Apparently, a large number of individuals currently
receiying"SI are in -fart elidiblel for'OASDI, but have not Wen br6ught on the rolls. l
Increases in OASDEADralrnent waUldlleve two effects in the Stale. First, the amount of
State support would,bitTeduced:inOclition,lafferg years of OASDI enrollment, individuals
are eligible for me re, which istt00.-pprcent lederally4inanced. There, are 440,000
MR/DD people on 0 SDI in the Unif4S)atedrTfiere m4y be another 40 to 80 thousand.
now on SSI who woul also be eligiblefor qi601,1hus reducing State Local costs. Further,
if we could find those individuals cu%rOfy in a Statis wilt? bgebefri<MOASDI for at least .2
years, a federally funded home care;prograny coUld, be be ltrioStitnmediatgly. (The
medicare provisions of the Reconciliation Act of 1980 'ndi.6atelb4t1)101spossibki4.should
be noted, however; that the current administration i:§ 'ready mOik

Curs
tomtit bapk

on the-Punlimited home health visit" provision of the a t. Evert liras' curs, iloWever, there
are still some excellent fiscal and program reform possibilitieshere.). '9. . . :'t

9. Development of a management information system. For any o; all`cf,the above to occur,'
there must be a solid data base for current and future need projections This means that ifa
State's management information system does not support the reformi*Orefinancing of
the State's MR/DD system, it should be .revamped to da so` 0 .::' ,,i)-%°

'':4, .\.4...,
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IV.The Basic Techniques Of
Maximization

There are more than 300 Federal human Cervices funding accounts. Most of them are Federal-
State programs, or they closely interact with Federal-State programs. Some are open end All of
them satisfy the five basic rules for maximization outlined in the second chapter of thi per, and
many of them are the responsibility of State and local governments. If they are to tie-Interwoven into
rational systems of service ,end care, the basic techniques of maximization must be understood.
Without such techniques, there would be very few incentives to those who actually must do the job, or
must politically support doer t) the job, of designing and building those systems.

Introduction
As we do in a number of Rlaces, we must again return to the question of purepimizationi.e.,

maximization of Federal revenues as a pure offset against the State portia6 of an already rigid
configuration of total human service investments. To some extent, this is always "part of the game" for
budget people and politicians. However, to the extent that it is followed, it means the loss of the limited
number of opportunities available to the States for restructuring and reforming their service systems.
Since the outstanding potential for reform is found in aging, mental illnessmental retardation and
developmental disabilities, child welfare, and prenatal and child health care, at a minimum, State
governments can hardly afford to squander the potential instruments for reform that exist in the form
of new financing opportunities.

While most public discussion of these tools has centered around intertitle transfers (moving
&selqads and services from one title of ttle Social Security Act, usually closed ended or with a lower
Federal matching ratio: kranother/titie of the Act that was open ended and sometimes with a higher
matching ratio), there are .actually a number of techniques that may be used for Federal funds
maximization. Some are purely matters of administrative efficiency. That is, human services agencies
over the past few years have been subjected to large, complex, and quickly increasing tasks, with no
real-tradition of shkill in modern administrative techniques; and many of what might be labeled
maximization tec ques should really be categorized as "pulling up one's socks" administratively.

For example, the use of cash management techniques by human servicesagencies was 5 to 10
. years behind business use of these techniques, and their lack often resulted in losses of asmuch as 5

percent annually in Federal reimbursements.- Human services pricing has been and remains a
shambles, whether in the cost-allocation or cost-finding areas. Eligibility systems should be inte-
grated quality-control systems not just as a maximization technique, but as a standard way of
exerting managerial control.

All of these tectiriiques are also (or should be) standard technologies of care and services systems
if such system's are to be able to deal with massive numbers of cases, tranadtions, and

documentation requirement in some understandable "total system" way. In short, it den be argued
that the techniques to be used to maximize Federal revenues are the same techniques required to
manage, in any effective way, large human service agencies.

We will discuss a number of these techniques in this section some rather generally, some in
detail. For those with further interest in such techrlique8 and how to carry them out, the authors

5o
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provided long lists of accounts and some "how to' infor ation in the Child Welfare League's
Financing Services for Children Through Title XX and Other Programs, (Copeland and Iversen,
1975-1978) a five-manual analysis of title XX 'and its place 'in financing and planning human
services. [Published by-the Child Welfare League of America, 67 Irving Place, New York, NY
10003.1

Id this chapter, we discuss four technical areas of Federal funds maximization:

Upgrading Eligibility

Upgrading Pricing Practices

Intertitle Transf rs

Capital Fin ing.

A fifth technical area, that of cost allocation, might also be included in this chapter. However, the
prOblem is so important to States, the material so complex, and current State (and Federal)
performance in this area so bad that we believe the subject deserves a separate chapter=chapter 5.
of this paper. 9

Upgrading Eligibility
In planning service systems, attentiorrmust be paid to the eligibility function, since it contribbtes to

general maximization of Federal funding and provides one important fiscal basis for increasing
programming at the normalized end of service continuums.

There are four characteristics of human services program eligibility that are important:

1. A person eligible forty one program is generally eligible for more than one program. For
example, a person receiving foodstamps is generally eligible for two or three other federally
funded programs.

2. The programs for which the person is eligible will range from no Federal matching (totally
.State programs) to 100 pertent Federal matching (social security disabled child or disability
programs, medicare, section 8 housing).

- 3. Except for medicaid (whi can be, within limits, redesigned by a State to be community-
oriented), most high-mat h Federal programs are actually or potentially "pronormaliza-
tion." <a

4. Many of the high -math, pronormalization, federally supported programs are open ended
or nearly so (and current Federal budget proposals may not change this pattern).

liven these characteristics, there can be found persons already on public rolls whose net costs to
'the State can be reduced by providing them the opportunity for more normalized levels of living and
service on the continuum ikare. Some examples:

Persont In State institutions: For a number of-r4sons; States often do not pay close attention to
...-

eligibility. For example; a number of States have shown that 90 to 98 percent of all persons in State
MR/DD institutions are eligible for supplemental security income.(and thus for medicaid). If we look at
State performance, however, we find that virtually all States have institutional ICF/MR programs, but.
many of them are collecting medicaid for only 40 to 70 percent of their patients.

One usual reason (among several) is that there has never been a tightly administered, ongoing
eligibility development program. The establishment of such a program in the administratively laggard
States will tend to show 5 to 15 percent immediatincreases in the percentage of patients eligible for
medicaid. There are other reasons.. For some persons, the $25 per month personal allowance
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payments under SSI are not spent in their behalf initially, nor is the trust set up for the future use of the
funds in the community. As a result, these persons become ineligible for SSI and thus for
medicaid because of the SSI resource limitations.

Some States have negotiated deficiency correction plans that do not include funding for upgrading
State facilities -that house large numbers of medicaid-eligible patients. There is a disinclination to
spend $4,000 per bed for life safely improvements.for the period of time States would be operating
those beds prior to their being phased out.' For these patients, care could have been federally
reimbursed during a 5-year period at a level totalling $50,Q00 to $60,000 per patient. One of the
smaller Middle Atlantic States lost $25 million over the last 3-years for this reason alone.

9
There is a further problem. Medicaid is not the onlynor even the best financed, from a State point

of view program for persons in State institutions. The-Social Security Administration's Old Age,
Survivors, and Retirement Insurance (OASDI) program is superior. Flersons over 18 years of age who
are chronically and severely disabled and whose pa r.a or guardian is a retired or disabled recipient

. of social secuOy, or whose deceased parent or guardian was covered under social security, are
eligible for social security payments. Also, after 2 years they are eligible.for medicare payments
with both of these payment sources being totally federally financed. .-1

The Federal reimbursements here will amount to 5 to 10 percent of total institutional cost. That
amount can be taken off the top of the institutional cost on a "first dollar" basis, thus saving 2 to 11
percent of the State general revenue funds invested in the institutionsdepending upon the Federal
medicaid match for that State, the percentage of actual institutional cost that is included in the
approved per diem cost of the institutions, and the percentage of actual costs now being billed. For
example, one Midwestern State, which recently began billing Medicare for such patients, is being
reimbursed about $1,700 per patient, on the average, over all institutional patients.

There is a further note of interest here. Despite the fact that the Social Security Administration
hopes that OASDI eligibility screening for SSI recipients is automatic, it is not. A number of persons
get left out of the process of eligibility for social security. We became suspicious about the existence of
such a problem when we saw data on a large proportion of persons in MR/DD institutions who were
older but were not on OASDI. This is a counterintuitive finding if OASDI eligibility were really
"automatic" for SSI-eligible MR/DD persons. That is, if an MR/DD person is 35 to 45 years old or
older, his parents would be of an age where there would be a high probability of their being deceased
or retired or disabled social security recipientsthus qualifying him for social security. An Nxecutive
of the Association for Retarded Citizens has reported that the Social' Security Administration has
beenturveying day programs in the Bay Area of California and has found that about 15 percent of all
day program enrollees are eligible for social security but ara not on the rolls.

There are program implications here. Social security and medicarAor which disabled persons
admitted to social security are eligible after a 2-year wait) are easily "exportable" from institutions to
the community without any decline in benefits. (Indeedthe medicare benefits are better in the
community.) Since community residential programs tend to be less expensive than institutions, and
since community home-oriented programs tend to be much less expensive than community residen-
tial programs, the more the benefit eligibility for the more normalized programs can be maximized, tfTe
better fiscal basis we will have for emphasizing them.

The programmatic implications of improved funding are different for medicaid. Here, finding better
medicaid funding for institutional care and concentrating only upon institutional financing will
tend to increase incentives to institutionalize. This is the reason that continuum planning is so
important. That is, even with "easy" medicaid funding in the institutions, it can be shown that
community programs cost less, not only in total funds expended per patient but also in net State
costs and that, over the longer term, one*may expect Federal savings as well.

As a last point in eligibility for State institutional population's, attention should be paid to private
insurance programs, of whiCh more and more are including long-term care funding as one of their
benefits.

(
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Persons In Community Programs. In the community programs, eligibility considerations are
difficult. Nevertheless, there are great opportunities. Some examples:

States tend to pay the total residential and service costs for persons who areilot now receiving SSI
,but.who would be eligible if brought through the eligibility process. Few States have systematic,
ongoing screening of generalassistance (GA) and AFDC caseloads for SSI and OASDI eligibility. Yet,

Alovement from GA to SSI can convert a person from a 100 percent State-local responsibility to an
almost 100 portent Federal funding responsibility. In the case of AFC families, movement of a child

Re to thy SSI rolls will add to the family's income and make the child eligible for mere and better services
while reducing the State's costs as well.

In child support development cases, at least one State has found that about 50 percent of absent
fathers have health i 'surance and will allow its use in behalf of their children. This further reduces
medicaid costs. .

Few, if any, State o local governments have ongoing, systematic, computer-aided resource
development programs. Yet, again and again, individual projects showhuge returns. There are about
26 major Federal and Feu eral-State progrems in which there are large eligibility and service overlaps
(including, for example, : terans' programs, CHAMPUS Civilian Health and Medical Program
the Uniformed Services, s vial security programs, housing, nutrition, and social services programs).
Systematic (esource dev pment functions should be a standard part of administrative and case
management in full contin urn management programs or, at a minimum, in community MR/DD
prograrbs.

Upgrading Pri «ing Practices
The pricing of services is an area that seems arcane and "technical" to professionals in human

services. It is indeed technical but its effects on service programs can be great. We have found -1
States that are losing more than 100 million per year in Federal reimbursement in the MR/DD area
alone because of antiquated pri 'rig methods. There are two important problems in this area:

Maximizing reimbursement and nderstanding "real costs" by assuring that all components of cost
are included in the price of car and service.

Setting prices in such a way tha at a minimum, bizarre incentives are avoided and-so that, if
possible, positive incentives are i cluded in price.

Assuring "Full Cost" Pricing

Although we would assume that all State and local governmental programs and all nonprofit
agencies would want to be paid the full cost of their services, it is quite common to find that such
groups do not charge the full cost. This sometimes happens because the payor agency will not pay
the full'cost of services. More often, it happens because the vendor agency (usually a governmental
or nonprofit agency) simply did not include all costs in its cost-finding and pricing process. Or, if all
such costs were included, it did not atk for the full price when billing for them.

One of thy most common errors is not including some important cost items in the calculation of
price. One example is the failure to include overhead or administrative items. Many service-provider
agencies are the bottom level of la complex bureaucracy. For example, in a State government,
elements,of the costs of the Governor's office, State staff services, and the likecan be included, In
some proportion, in the costs of the human services superage Some proportion of those costs,

,,,plus a proportion of the superagency's costs, can be included in th total costs of all line agencies.
Some proportion of those costs, as well as each individual line agency' administrative costs,-can be
integrated into the per diem or per visit charge or whatever unit of cost is sed bythe service-provider
agency for billing the Federal Government, counties, insurance companies, or private payors. The
problem here is that not all such costs are included within the cost structure. (This problem is not
exclusively. one of government; private agencies especially nonprofits with' any degree of
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organizational complexity have the same problerri.) The Code of Federal Regulations,in Volume 45,
Paragraph 74 and associated appendices, deals with the possibilities here in detail.

Standard cost items may also be omitted in Costing out an agency's services. Although it would
seem impossiblenot to include all standard cost items, it is quite common to encounter governmental
and nongovernmental agencies that do not include fringe benefits or some amount for capital costs in
their pricing The main reason for this is that these items are not included in the main appropriation or
budget item for the service of interest It is not only important that these items be included; how they
are included it extremely important. ;/

It should be noted that-fnnge benefits are not always what they seem; For example, the govern-
mental or private agency may be systematically underfunding future pension obligations. Depend-
ing on the State's total current and potential revenue structure, it may make good fiscal sense to
fund fully future pension obligations on a current basis and to include this cost increase in the price
of service.

Including capital costs in the price of the service allows for even more possibilities than fringe
benefits Large portions of the complex alternatives available in for-profit real estate marketsmay
be used in governmental and nonprofit areas. We discuss some of these possibilities in our
Manual 1, Finding Federal Money for Children's Services and in the last subsection of this
chapter.

Not billing for the full, known cost of services is another prac 'ce that contributes to inadequate
pricing. In a number of Rocky Mountain and Western State' d ng the early and mid-1970's, there
was some fear that if full cost were to be billed for institutional mices in mentailealth and mental
retardation, then prile-sector skilled nursing facilities would demand just as much.

Thii occurred in spite of the f t that Medicaid regulations allow for separate costing for ICr/MR
and require a "reasonable cost" proach for State institutions. Because of this approach, a number
of States have underbilled HCFA by as much as 60 percent of actual allowable reimbursement over
the past 7 yearsespecially in institutanal ICF/MR's. We hve found theSe problems also in Middle
Western and Eastern.States, though the proportion of the losses was less than in the West. The
actual funding loss in States having these problems has ranged between 10 and 30 percent of the
total cost of running State institutions.

Na

Intertitle Transfers: Movement of Programs From
Higher Net State Costs to Lower Ones. ,

Given that the five basic canditiorit for maximization that were laid but in chapter III are satisfied, a
number of transfer rules can be developed for programs so that maximization goals can be reached.
Among the transfer techniques are the following:

1. Moving a specific caseload from a higher cost prograto a lower cost program. This is more
an "efficiency" rule than a Federal funds maximization rule. However, without such a rule as this being
part of ',Larger plan for program reform, increasing the Federal match will be seen as "taking unfair
advantage" of the Federal Government. Several approaches may be taken:

One approach is to deal only with persons already in the residential care system. Here, the problems
is to move persons from the higher cost areas (such as State institutions) to the lower cost areas
(such as small community ICF/DD residences and associated programs, nonmedical residential and
associated programs, independent living, or home care). This approach is a key part Of a continuum
of care planning and refinancing strategy. But a State may want to do mare.

A preferred approach is to deal also with persons in the community in danger of entering the
residential care system. Nationally, the cost of residential care and associated programs appears to
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be somewhere on the order of six to eight times the cost of home- oriented programs in the MR/DD
area. Therefore, any program that can make it possible fora person to stay in some form of home care
with adequate services, even if such a total program might cost more than current averages, would
help in cost containment within the MR/DD, mental health, and aging systems. Thismeans that family
subsidy and personal care programs, which are considered to be useful in reaching normalization
objectives, should become priority programs in the use of newly available funds.

2. Transferring a specific caseload from a lower match Federal matching ratio program ti,t a
higherptch program. This is the key set of moves in maximization. The major rule of thumb here is:
Alway transfer caseloads from closed-ended programs to open-ended programs.

For most State governmentsand perhaps all of the rule will always hold, even when the
Federal matching ratio is lower for the open-endedprogram thah foithe closed-ended program.
This is true because within a net-budget multiaccount context there are always a number of
programs in human services that are funded with all State or State and local funds. There are two
types of transfers-- direct and indirect.,

Direct Transfers. A direct transfer is one in which the redeployment of services moves from a
directly 100 percent State and/or local funded program to an open-ended federally matched program.
(Here, open ended can mean exactly that. The Federal Government appropriates "such sums as are
necessary" based on the needs of clientsittheir meeting the eligibility rules of the funding program,
and the costs of needed benefit's or services.1-lowevey, itcan apply also to a closed-ended program
where the available Federal allotmerit has not as yet been used -up.)

Indirect Transfers°. An indirect transfer is somewhat more complicated. Here, the transfer of
services is from a State/local funded (or any lower federally matched) program through another
intermediate federally matched program to the final open-ended, federally matched program. The
matching ratio of thO intermediate program can be high or low, since it does Dot enter into the final
fiscal value of the transfer. All that matters, fiscally, is that Federal matchingrate of the'first-program,
from which the migration of caseload and services starts, is lower than that of the list program, to
which the final transfer is made.

The need for indirect transfers arises because of the lack of "communication" betweeen programs.
Communication is defined as the joint match of allowable services, persorpeligibilities,(both categori-
cal and income/wealth), and service needs among two or more programs. Thus, some programs will
have very little or no communication between them, While others will have largeareasof communica-
tion. (The previous chapteer of this paper illustrates the workings of the communication concept in
practice, in the context of a three-program example.)

In that example, there is good communication between'title XX and titles IV-A and XIX of the Social
Security Act for children's services; there is also good communication between title XX and title IV-B
of the Social Security Act-There is, however, almost no communication between title IV-B and titles
IV-A/XIX. That is, there are many family and children's services under title XX (e.g., child care
services, honlemaker services) that can also be provided under title IV-A for AFDC-eligible families.
There are also many health-relatedservices provided under title XX that can also be provided under
title XIX for those persons who are eligible for both programs (e.g., all the services now provided as
"Integral but subordinate" medical services under title XX pr grams, which could be paid under title
XIX if they were separately booked). At the same time, both ti le XX and title IV-Bprovide for rendering
Identically defined adoption, foster care, protective, emer ncy, and other child welfare services.
Further, most persons eligible for IV-B services are eligib for title XX services. As a result, starting
with low-Federal-match IV-B services moving to title XX and continuing with an equal-expenditure
amount of services moving from title XX to federally matched, open-ended titles IV-A/XIX, we end up
with an increase inpthe average match..
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We may extend the concept to one of multiple direct andlndireCt transfers when we wish to redesign a
whole system of programs in which the maximization of the average Federal match is but one of
several goals. The combined use of State-localrtitle XVI, title'XIX, OASDI, titleXVIll, section 8 (HUD),
and food stamps funding (also discussed in the previous chapter) is an .example of a program-
oriented application of this approach.

Capital Financing: Self-Financing or Nearly
Self-Financing Facilities Construction

A key problem for the service planner is that for many types of programsa new residential
treatment facility is needed, whether a halfway house, a child welfare institution, an intensive
treatment facility, an intermediate care facility, a skilled nursing facility, a, hospital for the physically
handicappelb or mentally ill, or an intermediate care facility for the developmentally disabled.

In many cases, the planner will find that the need for the service is acceptedand the possibility of
including its operating costs in a departmental budget is acknowledged, but there is no facility
available that meets the standards of the'funding program. In some cases, facilities must be
upgraded, with a considerable sum of up-front money need to do so. Often, new facilitiei are
needed.

Such large, one-time investments often are more difficult to make than year-to-year operating
° investments. Any veteran of a bond issue struggle will acknowledge that. Bonding authority usually

must be taken to the public on a one-at-a-time basis, costing its proponents considerable political
capital. Appropriations are somewhat easier; since -They go through the regular legislative process.

e However, legislators voting for capital appropriations sometimes are labeled "big spenders" by their
political opponents, so capital appropriations can'be politically difficult as well. Leasing the needed
facilities is-the most popular method, since it adds only marginal amounts to the published budget for
a given year. But, until the facilities are available in the condition needed, simple rental approaches
will not solve tteproblem.

One way the planner may argue for development of the needed facilities is to use an economic
analysis that concentrates on net costs to the State budget of the important alternatives, bonding,
appropriations,.and leasing.

First, it is necessary to point out the returns accruing to capital financing for whose
operations are in part federally financed by actually. calculating the expected net cost to the State
under several conditions. For example, consider a $1 million intermediate care facility for mentally
,retarded and developmentally disabled persons. The three approaches are as follows:

The Net Cost of Bonding: The Least Expensive Approach

If financed by State- or local- sued revenue bonds at 11 percent over a 30-year mortgage span,
the annual.gross payment on the 1 million mortgage will be $106,079 per year. However, its net cost
to the State will be less, depending upon the State's medicaid percentage and the proportion of
residents eligible for medicaid, since the bond costs can be considered part of the reasonable cost of
operating the facility and can be included in the rate charged for services. Consider twa kinds,of
States (a 50 percent medicaid-match "rich" State and a 70 percent match "poor" State) and three
levels of eligibility (none of the residents eligible, 50 percent eligible, and all eligible). Table 11
presents the net cost to the State per year for the term of the mortgage.
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Table 11
Net Annual State Cost of Bond Repayment

Under Differing Assumptions

Federal Medicaid , Percentage of Re &dents Eligible for MA

Percentage 0% 50% 100%
.

50% , $115,025 $86,268 $57,512
70% $115,025 $74,766 $34,507

Because there is Federal matching, the net annual st to the State declines as the percentage of
residents being paid for under medicaid increases. he decline is faster and'the net cost lower in
States with the higher medicaid reimbursement per entages.

The figures in the example make clear the advantages in capital financing of having a large portion
of the residents in a facility under medicaid or other third-party prograMs. In this example, some
States could have $700,000 of every $1 million in capital financing covered by Federal payments
with only $300,000 of each $1 million a direct burden on the State budget.

The Net of Cost of Leaeing: Less Expensive Than It Looks

Suppose, however, that the current market for public bond issues is difficult, as is now the case in
some States. A leasing approach can be used to finance the facility. The State or local government
may be legally free to provide a long-term lease guarantee to a nonpublic corporation that will build
the facility, then sell it, and lease it back immediately (at a lease cost which would be equivalent to an
annual 22 percent interest payment on the investment). [Note:The State could probably sell facilities
in current use only with specific legislatiye authoriiationl In this case, the total cost (not net cost) of
the lease will be higher than the total cost ofpaying °government bondsabout $105,000 per year,
but the net cost differences can be quite a bit smaller:---"little as $31,500 per year at the point where

; all residents are eligible and the matching rate is 70 ent. Consider again the two kinds of States
and three kihds of eligibilities. A comparison is p nted in table 12.

Table 12
Net Annual State Cost of Lease Payments

Under Diffeking Assumptions

State Medicaid Percentage of Children Eligible for MA

Percentage 0% 50% 100%

50% _ $220,000 # $165,000 $110,000
.

70% $220,000 $143,000 - $ 66,000

Although the net costs are higher than the bonding alternative, the leasing approach avoids the
problems that may be associated with attempting a bond issue.
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Paying by Direct Appropriations: Sometimes tie Most Expensive Way
,..There is a third alternative: to directly appropriate the $1 million for the facility. This is the most
popular alternative in many States. "pay as you go."

Despite the familiarity and air of "frugality, direct.appropriations have two distinct disadvantages.
Like the bond issue, they require that all the money be spent up front, which can be politically difficult.
A worse disadvantage: It can be the most expensive alternative the State can Use.

Two important factors make appropriations expensive. First, appropriated money has an "opportu-
nity cost." Instead of appropriating the $1 million for the facility, the legislature could appropriate it for
use in other alternativesone of them simply investing the money (possibly at an interest rate of 18
percent). So, the appropriation of $1 million can be considered to have a real annual cost (at that
interest rate) of $180;000.

The second important factor is that of return. Under medicare and Medicaid rules, the capital cost
of the facility may be included in the reasonablecost of operation of the facility. Thus, debt service and
amortization of bond4 or lease costs can be included in the per diem or other charge for the facility's
services. However, in a facility constructed with appropriated money, only a depreciation or "use"
allowance taken as'a straight-line depreciation percentage of the c,Onstruction cost of the facility can
be included in the reasonable cost of the facility. Thus, for a facility with a 40-year expected life and no
salvage value, 2.5 percent per year of the cost of constructionor $25,000is returned. All of this
return, however, cannot be deducted from the $180,000 annual cost of the construction money. Only
that part that represents the Federal contribution to medicaid can be so deducted. Therefore, the
annual net capital cost to the State for the facility is a function of the State's medicaid percentage and
the percentage of residents eligi le for medicaid. Consider again (in table 13) the two States and
three eligibilities.

Table 13
Net Annual State (Opportunity) Cost of Appropriation

Under Differing Assumptions

State Medicaid

Percentage .

Percentage of Residents Eligible for MA

0% 50% 100% ,

, 50%
,70%

$180,000
$180,000

.

$173,750
., $171,250

.

$167,500
$162,500

.

.11

.
Comparing the Three Alternatives

A comparison of the three examples (table 14) indicates that a bonding strategy will be superior to
an appropriations strategy regardless of State medicaid percentage or the percentage of residents
eligible for medicaid.

.

)
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Table 14

Comparing the Threp Alternatives

+.

Percent of Reildents State Medicaid
Eligible for MA * Percentage .

Bond '

_

'Lease Appropriation
i `7

0 50 $115,025 $220,000 $180,000
0 70 115,025 220,000 180,000

50 50 86,768 165,000rTh 173,750
50 70 74,766 143,00ir 171,250

100
.

, 50 57,512 110,000 167,500
100 70 -' 34,507 66,000 162,500

On straight cost criteria, bonding is always superior to leasing. But the relationship between leasing
and appropriations is sensitive to both the medicaid reimbursement'percentage and the percentage
of residents eligible. In States with high medicaid reimbursement percentages, if the percentage of
residents eligible f r c re under medicaid or other third-party payments is over 50 percent in an
institution, leasingi arly superior to appropriations. In States with lower medicaid reimbursement
percentages, it is o at eligibility levels of 42 percent or better that leasing equals or betters,
appropriation strategies. . ,

. .

As a rule of thumb, if a facility's net non-State reimbursement (i.e., its revenues from all third-party
or direct patient payments after deduction of State-local tax portions that may be included in thb
payments) is greater than 21 percent of tot9I operating budget, then leasing is fiscally superior to
appropriating for a State or county government; if that amount is less, then appropriating the amount
is superior. [Note: Examples of types of payment: medicaid, medicare, Aid to Dependent Children
Foster Care (AFDC-FC), title XX, SSI, Blue Cross, CHAMPUS, and payments from the patients or
patients' families.] .

-

0 -0 t4

There is an additional advantage of leasihg not included explicitly in,the net cost calculationsthe
return of the facility to the property tax base, thus returning $40,000 to $50,000 per year per million to
city and county, governments and school districts and decreasing the need for the State government
to pjovide property tax relief.

In the case of adequate facilities not yet in existence; the leasing approach needs some qualifica-
tion. Where nongovernmental organizations will operate the facility, there must be an implicit or
explicit long-term lease guarantee if a nongovernmental mortgage market is to be created for,
remodeling or new construction of such facilities. Someone must build the. facility. If the human
services organization can work.with its bank, having in hand a letter of intent fora long-term Idase
commitment from the governmerit will greatly simplify the task of financing the facility.

A Worked Eximple of a Low-Net-State Cost
Sale-Leaseback Technique

In the case wherEra government cannot provide long-term guarantees, it can have a low-profile
"temporary appropriation" approach in which the government appropriates the money for a facility,
builds itsells to a leasing corporation, uses the proceeds of the 'sale to reduce the appropriation
cost to zero, nd takes a lease on the facility for operation by either the government or by a
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nongovernmental Corporation with a separate contract to manage the program. Under certain
circumstances, this strategy can be the least expensive to finance many new, smaller facilities for
normalized programs. A worked example of one of the many possible variants on this approach is
given below. (Note that the amount involved is $10 million, not the $1 million discussed in the
examples in the previous section of this chapter.)

A State may, for many of its community facilities needs, develop a construction program having a
net cost of $10 million by following these steps:

1. Put out a $10 million bond issue for 30 years at 11 percent, with an annual payment of.
.$1,150,246.

2. Use the $10 million in bond proceeds to build $10 million in new construction.
3. Sell the neirvconstruction to a leasing company, paying an annual lease payment of

$2,200,00 a 20-year lease at 22 percent).
4. Put the proceeds of sale $10 millioninto a 20-year annuity, yielding $1,800,000, per

year. The proceeds are to be used to partially defray lease and bond costs. [Note: This
"annuity move" is used here only for comparison purposes. In actuality, the proceeds are
returned to the State general revenue fund. Otherwise, the State might have problems with
the law on arbitrage.]

The .costs to the State, when this sequence of steps. has been completed, are as follows:
A. Annual cost without regard to tax and reimbursement repayments:

1. Lease Raymbnt $2,200,000
2. Bond Payment 1,150,246

Subtotal 3,350,246
3. Less: Investment proceeds 1-,800,000

Net Annual Cost Before Reimbursements $1,550,246
B. Annual State budget net cost after medicaid reimbursement repayments:

-1. 40% of total cost $670,246
2. 50% of total cost, 4. $440,246
3. 60% of total cost $230,246
4. 70% of total cost $10,246

C. Annual cost to the State /local /public fisc after reimbursement repayments and tax pay-
ments from property returned to private rolls through lease policy. (Here we assume that,
out of lease payments, $400,000 per year in tax paymentswhich are paid in part by third
parties, e.g., medicaid, medicare are divided between those governments benefiting

grs from property tax.)

1. At 40% of total cost $510,246 r-N"Y-t"

2. At 50%-of total cost
3. At 60% of total cost

$240,24k
($9,754) surplus

4. At 70% of total cost ($269,754) surplus

As new facilities come on-stream, they may then be sold and another cycle beg& Savings come
from three sources (sources not available to the pay-as-you-go appropriation approach or the
straight bonding approach).

1. Appropriation returns only straight-line depreciation of historic cost as "imputed financing
cost," compared to the "reasonable cost" of construction that may be included in the cost of
operation for bonded or leased facilities.

2. The spread between tax-exempt interest costs and annuity returns on the invested pro
ceeds of sale $10 million.

The re rn to the tax rolls of the leased property, with Federat-ralmbursements paying 40
perce or more of the tax costs in the lease payments.

so 45
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It should be noted that, for State-related facilities, any non-State revenue should be treated as
reimbursement return. Thud a facility with 80 percent of its revenues fitim medicaid in a 50 percent
Federal medical assistance reimbursement State, 15 percent tf6m medicare, and 5 percent from
Blue Cross (or billings to patients) would be counted as a 60-percent-ig.mbursed facility. That is, the
State's reimbursement rate is 60 percent of total costs (50 percent of 80 percent is40 percent Federal
reimbursement, plus 15 percent medicare, plus 5 percent from other sources). The State is liable for
the remaining 40 percent.

44.0t
The last element of profit is that for the leasing firm. It takes thadepreciation on $10 million of new

construction on a 20-year basis, thus covering all the profit in the deal and a substantial amount of
profit elsewhere.

This last item, the leasing firm's profit, should be a consideration in any plan involving sale-
- leaseback. In a very real tense, the leasing firm plays the role of a middleman whose services are

needed solely because of regulatory constraints that prevent State and/or local governments from
employing tax revenues efficiently. That this intermediary's services are necessary perhaps would
suggest that the Federal rules on depreciation and/or use allowances are antiquated, are a factor at
work in increasing Federal costs (not decreasing them), and are no longer necessary. If "fair-marker
rental" or some other reasoned criterion were to become the basis for valuing properties owned by
State and local governments, the sale-leaseback strategy probably would have difficulty survivingon
its other merits.

.
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)-- V. Cost Allocation: An Often
.Overlooked Maximization Technique

..

Cost allocation is a ''mystified" subject to social welfare professionals. That isit is understood that
cost allocation is something very necessarybut beyohd this, Very little is known. More should be
understood since, within complex human ,services organizations, budget decisions tend to drive
program decisions (regrettably, Since it should be the other way around), and the outcome of the cost
allocation is a major factor in budget decisions.

,
Therefore, it should be useful to remove some of the mystery that surrounds the process and show

how an understanding of the process can be a very powerful organizational analysis and planning
tool in human-services organizations, and flow it can serve program purposes. Cost allocation has a

4number of potential and actual uses° in an organization:

Pricing the services of the organization.
,-

Maximizing revenue flows to the organization.
Developing annual and long-term budgets.
Providing management controls.

Currently, in most human services organizations, these objectives are only potential, not actual,
since the process is used mainly in a most unreflective way merely to price the services of the
organization.

Why Cost .Allocation Is Important: A Small
Simulation

i

Whether an organization is governmental, private nonprofit, or for profit.its. function generally
should be to "buy low and sell high" (or at least not sell its products or services at less than cost)not
the other way around. In an organization that has only one product or service, and little or no division
of labor, cost allocation procedures are not needed. They are needed in all others.

In any but the smallest "one-celled" organizations, there will be in administrative division (more
than one in larger organizations) and two or more divisions that produce the products or services of
the organization. A public welfare agency, for example, may serve two functions income mainte-

-narfce and social serviceand the two functions may be organized so that each is the responsibility
of a separate division. Supervising those two divisions willbe an administrative division that includes
the director of the agency, the administrative and general offrce staff, and all of the agency's overhead
accounts (see figure 3).

r

.
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Figure 3
A Simple Public Welfare Agency Organization Chart

Income'
Maintenance

General
Administration

Social
Services

d

The income maintenance and social services divisions are the "line" divisions or "product"
divisions, and each incur costs in producing its products (or, in our example, provid' g its services).
The administrative division also incurs costs in its operations. Part ofthe costs of th administrative
division will be all staff fringe benefits, rent, utilities, supplies, and all of the other cost that cannot be
assigned directly to the two line divisions.

The agency can "charge" its clients or one or more levels of governnient for the cost of producing
its products in much the same way that a private, for-profit company charges its customers, for its
products; the major difference here is that cost and price are supposed to be equal in governmental
and nonprofit producers, while for- rofit producers add on something for profit. If the agency's prices
reflect only the operating costs of the line division producing the product, then there will be an
operating loss, since the true st of producing the product also includes some portion of the.
operating costs of the administrate division. Therefore, some method is needed to decide how
much of the administrative costs should gp to each division. T4is method is cost allocation.

The process of cost allocation can be illustrated by continuing our example of the public welfare
agency. Suppose that $300,0001s spent on general administration, general office staff, and other
overload; $400,000 is spent On salaries ($280,000) for 30 full-time income maintenance staff and
other costs ($120,000) charged directly to the income maintenance division; and $600,000 is spent
on salaries ($420,000) for the same number of full-time social services staff and other costs
($180,000) charged Oirectly to the social services division. The $300,000 must be included in the
costs of the two line divisions of the welfare agency so that the agency can properly file for Federal.

"and State teimbursement.The problem is to allocate the $300,000 using some reasonable basis for
allocation. The two 'most commonly used bases are staff salaries and number of employees. In other
words, we can assume that the time and effort (and, hence; the costs) were expended to the two

. /divisions in proportion to the total salaries in each division or in proportion to the total number of
employees In each division. Figure 4 illustrates the USQ of the two cost bases in cost allocation.

As is cleaffrom figure 4, the two methods produce a difference of $30,000, which is allocated into
each division. If we use the total salaries of the income maintenance division, with its lower salaried
staff, we have a'final cost that is $30,000 /essthanif a simple "body count" were used to allocate the
administrative costs downward:-
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Figure 4
Cost Allocation Using jVio Different Allocatbn Bases

1

General
Administration

Costs: $300,000

Income Maintenance (m)'
Costs: $400,000
Staff Gepts: $280,000
Full-Time Staff: 30 .

Social Services (SS)
Costs: $600,000
Staff Costs: $420,000
Full-Time Staff:10

Alternative 1: Use Staff Salaries as Allocation Basis.

IM Staff Salaries:
,SS Staff Salaries:

Total Staffs Salaries:

IM Division Costs:
Allocated Costs:
Total Costs:

SS Division Costs:
Allocated Costs:
Total Costs:

$280,600 (40% of Total)
420,000 (60% of Total)

$700,000

$400,000
120,000 (40% of Administrative Gets)

$520,000

$600,000,
180,000(60% of Administrative Costs)

$780,000 -

Alternative 2:. Use Number of Full-Time Staff as .Allocation Basis.

IM Full-Time Staff: 30 (50% of Tot*
SS FUll- Time-Staff: 30 (50% of Total)
Total Staff: 60

IM Division Costs:
Allocated Costs:
Total Costs:

SSiDivision Costs:
Allocated Costs:

Total Costs:

e

$400,000
, 150,000 (50% of Administrative Costs)
$550,000

$600,000
150,000 (50% orAdministrative Costs)

TiWor.).)0
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far,

'pThis makes a difference not only in the unit price of services for each'division; it also Itanpake a
difference in Federal-State cost shares for administering the two divisions and the total'agency,

Suppose, for example, we use the two different bases for allocation relative salaries and staff
countIn two agencies which differ only in One respectthefirst agency has not spent its total social
services allocation and thus has, for the moment, an open end in both income, maintenance and
social services. (An open-ended account is one in which the specific rules of participation are set,
such as in AFDC or medicaid, but there is no spending cep. Thus, the Federal Government is
obligated to pay reimbursements for as many persons as apply for benefits and are eligible.)

In the second agency, only income maintenance is open ended, in.that social services matching by
the Federal Government ceases at 75 percent of $600,000 (that is, the Federal Government
reimburses up to a maximutn of $450,000). Any further dollars in that department mJe paid by the
State.

From tffikpoint of view of Federal revenue maximization, the results ares shown in table
15).

If all accounts for an agencyeopen ended, we would prefer to use total salaries as an allocation
basis.

If all ittome maintenance accounts are open ended, but the social services accounts are closed
ended, we would prefer to use total personnel as an allocation basis.

k . Table 15
Reimbursemint Effects* of the Use of Two Different Allocation
Bases, Coupled With TWo Federal Reimb3ement Conditions

ys" , Agency 1: Agency 2:
. i

All Accounts for
Both Divisions
(IM and SS)
Open-Ended

SpOnding Cap)

All Accounts
for IM
Open-Ended
but
Closed -EndedCl
for SS

- Alternative 1.

.k.

Federal: $845,000
State: $455,00b

r>

Federal: $710,000
State: $590,000

Alternative 2 Federal: $837,500
State: $462,500

e4

Federal: $725,000
State: $575,000

IM = 50 percent Federal Reimbursement (open-ended in both agencies).
SS = 75 percent Federal Reimbursement (open-ended in Agency 1 but

closed-ended and available only tor the first $600,000 of social
services costs in Agency 2).
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At this point, having looked at the-fiscal effects of using two different allocation bases within an
organizational model under two different conditions of Federal reimbursement,we have completed a
very small simulation in cost allocation. There has been something sacrificed in the interest of
simplicity, however. We would likelo have a somewhat more "realistic" organization; we would like to
have more detail; and we would like to understandwhat the various policy and organizational optiorie
are so that we can start Cm rstanding what happens when we use them in different combinationsk

4

1

The Four Basic Elements o9he Cost Allocation.
Process

To understand the elements of an organization from a fiscal management point of view, we can
achieve more by looking at the four basic elements of the cost allocation process:
fr. The organizational or pooling problem.

The item allocation problem.

The allocation basis problem.

The mathematical structure problem.

It should be noted here that each of these elements of cost allocation functions as an indicator of
the flexibility, or room to maneuver, given to us by the cost allocation process. That is, it is sometimes
felt by those not professionally immersed in this arcane lore that such accounting techniques are very
restrictive and precise intheir usage and outcome. Part of the understanding that tias come from
computer-aided simulation in this area is the exact opposite. An understanding of the "generally
accepted principles of accounting" in this area should-convey a tremendous feelihg of freedom in
dealing with one's own Agency's fiscal management. A closer examination of each of these elements
will show why this is true.

The Organizational or Pooling Problem

How cost allocation in the agency is carried out relates to the very heart of the agency its
organization. That is, how we aggregate costs tends to follow the organizatibn'chart. We have
considered the two-diVision public welfare agency, in which there, was an income maintenance
division and social services division. We could. however, have adopted a different organizational
model: An example:

We could have a family and children's division and an adult division, each of which would
have income maintenance programs and service programs. We would now have a combination
of open-ended and (perhaps) closed-ended programs in each division, with both 50-percent
and 75 percent feimburseable programs in each. Thus, the previous "functional" (income
maintenance and social services) organizational principle becomes a function of client age as
well. There are other dimensions we could add to our organizational model. Forexample, we
could organize the adult division around those casereensidered employable and those cases
considered so chronically and severely handicapped as to not have significant likelihood of
employment. And we need not be limited by two diviSions. We could have more of them.

Thus, the organiiational procedure (or pooling procedure deciding what programs and thus what
programmatic elements 51 cost to put into each division of the agency) will clearly influence how the
costs from the administrative division will be allocated downward into the line divisions.
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How the differences in organization 'will influence reimbursement is illustrated in figure 5 below.
Here we present the same agency, but with a different programmatic organization. There are now
income maintenance items in each division, along with social services items. In -this case, the adult
division staff are paid less than the family and children's division staff. The 50 percent Federal
matching for alkinctrme maintenance (operi-ended) programs is the same, as is the 75 percent
Federal matching for all opehtended services; and there is 75 percent Federal matching rup to
$600,000 ($300,000 in each division) when there is a closed end for services. ,,,,

s

- Figure 5
Administrative Costs and Their Allocation for a Public Ageky:

A Programmatically Organized Agency

Genefal
Administrative

Costs: $300,000

1

I

Family & Children's Dept.
and Food Stamps

AFDC Food -Stamps ,

Administration: $300,000

AFDC Spcial Services
Personnel Costs: $200,000

Full-Time Staff: 24 .
(12 in each subdivision of
the division)

i
v

Adult Department

Adult Food Stamps
Administration: $300,000

Adult Social Services
Personnel Costs: $200,000

Full-Time Staff: 36
(18 in each subdivision of
the division)

/
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The reimbursement effects of the Change in organizational principle can be evaluated in combina-
tion with the effects of having total open-ended or closed-ended financing for social services and of
using either staff counts or staff salaries as an allocation basis. The results are displayed in table 16.

(it

Table 16
Reimbursemgnt Effects of the UseIof TWo Differentia '

Allocation Base Alternatives, Coupled With TWo Federal ReimbUrsement
Conditions and TWo Forms of Agency Organization-

--"-^

--.4..

47- -...

.
-

--

All Accoun(s for
Both Divisions
Open Ended

-

Ail Accounts for Income
Maintenance Both
Divisions Open Ended;
Social Services Closed
Ended

....

Functionally
Organized
Agency: .

(Agency 1) '

Allocation-Basis
Alternative 1

Federal: $845,000
State: $455,000

Federal: $710,000
State: $590,0150

Allocation-Basis'
Alternative 2

,.._
Federal:' $837,500
State:. $462,500

Federal: $725,000
State: $575,000 -

Programmatically
Organized ...
Agency:

(Agency 2)

Allocation-Basis
.. Alternative 1

Federal: $865,000
State: $435,000

Federal: '$725,000
State: $575,000 .

Allocation-Basis
Alternative 2

. Federal: $837,500
State: 6462,500

. Federal: $725,000
State: $575,000

I. -S

If

While more than reimbursement fagors are important in deciding on matters of agency organiza-
tion, it is clear from the results of carrying our example thus far that reimbursement factors may be
.used as' one criterion for organization. Here, for example, we can see that if all accounts,are open
ended (as in the-agency ted in this example), then a programmatically organized agen6y using a
salary basis for administrative cost allocation is slightly' preferable-on Federal reimbursement
grounds to the other combinations of organization and allocation bases. If, on the other hand, the
services are closed ended, then any of three approaches to allocation and organization is adequate,
since all return the same amount of reimbursement.

It might be noted that the size of the differences is a function of the structure and size of the
organization used for the example. In a numberpf real-world applications, the differences between
the alternatives tend to be much-larger.

So far, we have looked at one basic "reality condition" (i.e., whether all accounts are open ended or
not) and two "policy conditions." Policy conditions are variables consisting of those things we can
change on our own the allocation basis to be used and the organizational or pooling basis.to be
used in allocation that will make a difference in the final cost distribution and the reimbursemelit
amounts to be claimed. , ,r

a
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I
The Item Allocation Problem

The next important problem is that of item allocation. To understand it, note that cost allocation is
really a two-stage process. The first stage is, developing the basic budget in each division of the
organization and deciding whatgoes 6U:it That process is usuallynot considered a part of the cost
allocation process. However, it is key to cost allocation because items may be defined as indirect
costs or direct costs in the basic budget that exists prior to the cost allocation process. Sometimes
these items are clearly in one area or another. For example, the salary of an AFDC eligibility
technician must go into the income maintenance division and not be considered general overhead.
On the other hand, the balary of the administrative assistant to the general director (who has
responsibility for all aspects of agency operation) must go to the operating cost of the administrative
and general accounts to be allocated.

Sometimes it is unclear where an item might go. Suppose, for example, the director's office has an
office of personnel. If the tasks of the personnel office were not distinctly segmented between
persons and work done for each of the two production departments, the entire office would be
included in the administrative division, to be allocated outalong with all other costs of administra-
tionaccording to the allocation methods discussed earlier. On the other hand, the personnel office
might be split neatly into two parts, one working on the personnel problems and needs of one
production division, the other working on the personnel problems and needs of the other division. In
this case, all but the actual overall direction of that office Might be included in their corresponding
production divisions as overhead internal to those production divisions. There is,. in the Federal -
management circulars involved here (see, for example, Volume 45 of the Code of Federal Regu-
lations, Paragraph 74 and related appendices for such rules), a large set of decision rules for the
discretionary placement of items.

The Allocation Basis Problem

In our example of cost allocation that began this section, we examined what would happen in the
cost allocation process.if we allocated administrative costs to the production divisions according to
two different methodsfirst using relative percentage of salaries in each production division as an
expression of the relative 'administrative effort required from the administrative division for each of the
production divisions, and then using the relative percentage of personnel in each production division.
Since average salaries were different for the two prciduction divisions, the allocation results were also
different.

In the language of cost allocation, the criteria for allocation of costs "downward" into the two
production divisions are called allocation bases.

To see the problem more generally, consider an organization that has several overhead divisions
and multiple operating (i.e., production or line) divisions. Now, instead of a fairly simple choice of
allocation bases, we must make choices among the available bases in each division (overhead or
production) that provides services to any other division.

Of course, we could measure the activity of every overhead division using a measuring device that
tagged all work done in each division, but in many organizations this kind of "job ticketing" would be
onerous and expensive. Therefore, we tend to choose simplified ways of measurement to achieve an
equitable allocation of one division's eff ort to another. To simplify, we generally use "allocation bases,"
or measures which are proxies for whatever it is we are regIttrying to measure. Thus, a personnel
division might measure its relative effort for each of the liniOiVisions by counting the number of hires,
fires, and quits processed for each of them. Each line division's allocated share of the cost of the
perionnel division is then obtained by multiplying the total cost of the personnel division by the
proportion of effort (i.e., the proportion of hires, fires, and quits) expended in behalf of that division.
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Each division whose costs are to be allocated to the fine divisions'will have measures which are
more or less costomary. Tables of common measures are issued by Federal agenciesresponsible for
approving cost allocation plans and cad be found in the literature of the field. Our analysis of 5 major
sources yielded a listing of nearly 60 separate overhead divisions that can be found in the various
health and welfare agencies. Many of these divisions have two or more "customary" allocation
bases. Some examples are presented in figure 6.

Figure 6
Alternative Allocation Bases Used in Various Human

Service Agency Overhead Divisions
(Some Examples From Cost Allocation Literature) ,

Overhead Department Suggested Alternative Allocation Bases

Accounts Number of Transactions Processed
Total Direct Costs
Salaries and Wages
Payroll

Telephone and Number of Telephone Instruments
Communications Number of Employees
Fair Hearings Case Count

Weighted C e Count
Time Distri Lion

Housekeeping Hours of ervice
Square ootage OcCupied by Division

Motor Pool Miles Driven
Days of Usage

Service Records Estimated Time Spent on Records
Number of Days of Service
Number of Cases Served

Since there may be many overhead divisions in large agencies, and since th re may be alternative
bases for each such division, the number of possible combinations of all tion bases in a large
organization will be the result of multiplying each overhead division's numb r of alternative bases
times those of all other overhead divisions. In an organization that had only th se overhead divisions
listed in figure 6, the total number of different allocation-basis combinations would be
4 xo2 x 3 x2x 2,x 3 x 286. 1

.

Just as the two bases used in the simulation presented earlier resulted in a low and a high amount
of Federal reimbursement, /o also woulda simulation that went through all combinations of allocation
bases in an organization. e calculation of the effect of all competing combinations obviously would
be inefficient and probably unproductive if manual methods only were used. However, if the alterna-
tive allocation bases for each division were developed, and we had our cost allocation plan pro-
grammed for a computer, we could then simply try' out, on a brute force basis, all combinations of cost
allocation bases, then select that combination that provided theagency with the greatest reimburse-
ment. .
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Then, the question arises: What would a computer model of an organliation look like, so that such
examinations of the orgdnization could be carried out regularly? This brings us to the fourth critical
dimension of organizational plasticity mathematical structure.

The Mathematical Structure Problem

Of the four elements allowing for flexibility in cost allocation plans, it is not clear which has themost
power. However, in our own simulations of the use of various calculation methods for cost allocation, it
is clear that the mathematical structure chosen for the calculations has a significant effect on the
distribution of money from overhead to production divisions, even without considering the use of the
combined effects of pooling, item allocation, and allocation-basis changes, either alone or simulta-
neously. From the point of view of our underlying mathematical model (a general linear eqUqtions
model), all the well-known forms of cost allocationdirect, stepdown,double apportionment, and the
algebraic method (as practiced by most accountants) can be shown to be simpler cases of the
more general multiple linear equations, model. [Note: This result was demonstrated by Robert
Sherman, Ph.D., in his mathematical developments for the Humphrey Institute cost allocation model,
COAL-11The essential difference between the models lies in the amount of the total internal-effort
distribution information used. The direct allocation model, which is most popular in the social services
field, uses the least information, the stepdown model (most popular in the hospital field) uses the next
least, on up to the general linear equations model, which uses all the information. It should be noted
that the well-known cost allocation models are only a few particles along the entire informafion-use
spectrum.

There are, in principle, an extremely large number of conceivable cost allocation models between
the simplest form of direct allocation and the most sophisticated form of a simultaneous linear
equations model: Indeed, our own general model is somewhat restrictive, since it allows only for
assumptions of linearity rather than curvilinearity; however, as the investigations of the econometrit
clans show, large models, with much curvilinearity built in, are still somewhat beyond our ability to
work with easily.

Cost allocation calculations, while they may appear complex 'to the beginner, are fairly simple
processes and would reward some concentration in attempting to understand them. Knowledge of
cost allocation can pay tremendous dividends in financing one's own operation, in understanding
how others are financiog theirs, and in understanding in an extended-reasoning and rather profound
'way how changes in any aspect of the organization's operations affect all other aspects.

The basic'eleZnents of cost allocation calculations are:

An internal effort distribution. This is defined as the total interdepartmental service distribution by
the use of allocation bases (salaries, number of employees, square footage, or Whichever other
bases are logically appropriate). Costs are allocated to production centers in proportion to the
relative amount of the allocation basis used by each of the production centers. The concept is
explained below and an internal effort distribution (the proportional share of interdepartmental
services provided by each cost center to itself and all others) is illustrated by example.

Direct expenses. These are the beginning amounts that are booked to each cost center according
to its direct use of people, equipment, space, etc. Prior to the allocation procedure, each cost
center, whether a support center or a revenue center, starts out with a direct expense amount. A
distribution of such expenses is given below for a social services agency with eight cost centers
$300,000 of direct expense to its four support enters and $700,000.of direct expense to its four
revenue centers.

Units of service. For pricing purposes, once a social service agency has completed its cost
allocation calculations, the units of service are divided into the final costf each revenue center to
derive a unit cost for its services.

An organizational chart or other schema that relates departmental organization, lines of authority
and accountability, and support and revenue centers.
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When undertaking the task of cost allocation, we need know only these four kinds of information
and the characteristics of the method of calculation (with'respect to how it uses effort-distribution
information) to be able to perform the calculations required in cost alloCation.

Having said that the process is fairly simple, we should note that theRgancy's chart of accounts and
recording systems that generate the direct expenses, as well as thrVarious measures used to
generate the internal gliort distribution and the mechanics of recording units of service, can be

-textremely detailed and complex. Neverthelesp, the reader should have no fear of attempting an
understanding of the basic logic of the process.

An extended introduction to, and step-by-step discussion of, mathematical models especially
designed for those who hayominimal mathematical sophisticationappears in the authors' Manual
4093 (Copeland and Iversen, 1978).
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This essay was written in a pre-Deluge spirit, before the budget proposals of the Reagan admini;
stration The basic approach might be thought of as more suited to the spirit of the Carter ad ministra-..,

tion. The important question now: Are the suggested principles usable in what is now a completely
differerit political and fiscal environment?

The environment has changed in a number of ways. Where we had assumed that there would be a
continuing open-ended medicaid account, we now must assume some form of "floating cap,"
possibly related to inflation and to growth in the underlying population at-risk. Where we had
assumed a continued congressional and administrative devotion to the use of fiscal and regulatory
incentives as E*sk of influencing the behavior of State governments, providers, and consumers, we
must now recognize that doctrine to be no longer valid. jt.has)been sacrificed to a doctrine of
"flexibility."

What this means practically is that the social services-orientedaccounts (title XX, developmental
disabilities, maternal and child health, NIMH programs) will be cut drastically. For example, the
proposed 33 percent cut from Federal Fiscal Year (FFY) 1981 to 1982 will, with the addition of 12
percent inflation, result in a nearly 50 percent cut (in real terms) in funding for the social services in 1

year. Because the social services accounts have been the key Federal supports of community-
oriented services for the developmentally disabled and the mentally ill, with title XX, for example,
contributing about $500 million per year for community services for the developmentally disabled and
$350 million per year for community services for the mentally ill, this will mean roughly a $375 million
cutback in Federal support in these areas in FFY 1982.

Major portions of these cutbacks could be repaired, using medicaid funding, if such fundingwas to
remain open ended. However, the ad ministrn, which has shown formidable strength so far in bbth
the House andSenate, has proposed a "floating cap" for medicaid. The cap itself would work as'
follows: FFY 1982 medicaid funding from the Federal Government would equal 105 percent of FFY
1981 funding (or an official early estimate of that funding); FFY 1983 funding would equal FFY 1982
funding, plus an amount equal to the "gross national product deflator" (probablyfor the preitious four
quarters); and funding in future years would work the same way as in 1983. if the proposedcap is
voted through by Congress, then the loss to the States from both social services and medicaid
cutbacks (in current dollarsXwould be about $28 billion over the 1982 through 1985 budget years
(assuming 10 percent general inflation per year forthose years). What-the States would get in
exchange would be enhanced "flexibility" in spending the money.

The increased flexibility in social services would not be worth much since such funds are alteady
programmatically quite flexible and since some of the major program restrictions in title XX have also
been written into the social services block grant. Some, but not all, of the accountability rules under
title XX would also be deletedbut their deletion would not mean much in cost savings since most
States already have adjusted.to them (e.g., the' "fifty percent rule" under title XX) for some years.

It is not yet clear what the approach to increased flexibility will be under medicaid. There apparently
are two positions being discussed within the administration. The first approach is essentially to leave
the entire medicaid program as it is for the moment, with structural reform coming later, and to provide
a broad waiver authority somewhat like the Social Security Act's Section 1115 waiverauthority (but
without the research and demonstration components) to the Secretary. States could then come in
with their own plans for running a medicaid program. The second approach is to leave the "basic
seven" services (i.e., hospital, physician, et0;)- as they are now, but only for the categorically eligible
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populations, and to allow the States an almost total flexibility for the remainder of their programs
whether basic services for the mentally needy or other services for any medicaid-eligible group.

The flexibility of medicaid, in whatever forth it came, would be worth something to the,States. This is
especially true in continuum-of-care financing for the long-term care of the mentally ill, the devel-
opmentally disabled, and child welfare populations. It is probably true in Continuum -of -care financing
for the long-term care of the aged as well, but research is needed to clear up points about whi3ther
creating new kinds of supply (e.g., more normalized residential, home care, and support programs)
will Create an additional demand for services beyond merely substituting for current higher cost
serves.

Accelerated deinstitutionalization of the mentally retarded and developmentally disabled and the
simultan'eous development of community *grams according to a continuum-of-care plan will
continue to be strongly desirable fiscally for a State; whether the propose cuts come or not.

That is:
If there are no social services and medicaid cots, there is potential f large initial net savings to
States and later savings to the Federal Government from a-fast-track deinstitutionalization plan
(when, compared to historic trends in deinstitutionalization in the States).

Large savings are still available if there are cuts in social services but not in medicaidso long as
the-State carries out a fast-track deinstitutionalization plan.

Savings are no longer available at all in most States, orpey are quite small in the early years, if the
States commit to a fast-track deinstitutionalizationiplarrin the face of cuts in both social services
and medicaid.

Even if both accounts are cut, there are still skingfiSCal incentives for the States. The major fiscal
incentive is a gloomier e to be surersince we would move from an incentive to maximize Federal
furiding to an incentive to minimize State net losses. For example, one large Northeastern State
spent $504 million in State funds (expressed in 1985 dollars and not counting Federal dollars) on its
publicly supported MR/DD system (over the whole continuum-of-care) in 1980. If it succeeded in
moving about 55 perceflt of its,1980 institutional population into community programs by 1985, its
1985 net State costs for the whole system would drop to $450 millioneven with the proposed
social services and medicaid cuts. If, however, it "froze" the 1980 distribution of patients (i.e., the
same numbers of patients in State institutions, nursing homes, community residences, etc. in 1985
as in 1,"980), the net Stataipost for 1985 for running the system would be about $580 million, This
wour .not only be a large 15 percent) increase from the current level of State-dollar spending, it
would be a very large increase (about $130 million per year by 1985) over the net State cost that
would result from fast-track deinstitutionalization with continuum-of-care planning. We have similar
results for four more of the six States in which We have examined the question. In the sixth, there is
now virtually no institution system in the State at the present time (and, of course, far fewer savings
accruing to a deinstitutionalization stra egy).

Using continuum-of-care financtn rinciples is thus extremely important for the States. For, if they
fall into the traditional fragmented fun ing approaches of the past, then any "designeq -in" strategic
approach to cost control and cost containment alls victim to the "claskr of interests" strategywhere
hospital associations, nurses, psychologists, social workers, therapists of all kinds, and advocacy
groups, press their individual claims on Governorslegisl and bureaucracies. The results are
eventually fiscally and programmatically disastrous since

the changes tend to be marginal, their wider effects unexamined, and their relation-
ship to any general plarinil..Yet such changes, as more and-more of them come
along, tend to define a new...policy for the stateone which grows asjf guided by
an invisible hand. Unfortunately, such invisible hands do not have the ration, lity that
is vested in the historic invisible hand of '41assical economics, which (in t ry)

-guides everything,for the maximization of thesanomicwelfare. Ratheethe strateg
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of independent, incremental change provideseach contradictory interest, in turn, an
opportunity to get its piece of the program quietly installed. The contradictions of the
public political scene are thus installed in the relatively non-public fiscal and bureau=
cratic operations of the human services system. Tbe strategy, if pursued extensively
(with o0 periodic purging), tends to produce a system that becomes immobilized in
its own contradictions. [Note: W.C. Copeland and I.A. Iversen, The Deinstitutionaliz
zation Problem, pa of DD Project Of National Significance funding proposal, 1978.]

What we argue here is no for or against the proposed cuts. Whatwe do argue is that, if there are no
cuts, fast-track deinstitutionalization with continuum-pf-care planning and financing will continue tO
be pleasant for States. If there are such cuts, then the same strategy is necessary to avoid intense.
fiscal pain. .

The proposed cuts provide more of an "open Universe" for the States for dealing with their
long-terrh care systems. However, they do not provide any indication of strategic direction, program
structure, fiscal incentives, information requirements for planning and, operation,or, most importantly,
a set of principles for allocation of the reduced but more flexible funding.

What the cuts do is to put-the onus on each individual State to plan its systems of care rationally.
What we do in this essay is provide a set of design principles thatcan give a State a coherent rhetoric
for planging and financing its systems of care under the new order.

.
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